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Abstract

THE interest in carbon therapy for cancer treatment has been grow-
ing. However, in order to take full advantage of their depth-dose
curve, precise knowledge of their range and patient interfaces is

necessary. Range uncertainties in carbon therapy are significant due to
the current method to determine the range, which uses X-ray CT and a
calibration curve, and due to patient variations. The purpose of this dis-
sertation was to find possible solutions to decrease range uncertainties.
The first method consisted in optimizing the elemental ionization values
in the calculation of the relative stopping powers in order to obtain a
better estimation of the calibration curve. The second method involved
a phenomenological approach which predicted carbon paths trajectories
better than using straight path trajectories (root mean square error was
reduced by 50 %). The third method, used multiple Bragg peak detec-
tion in order to obtain knowledge about the tumor edge position in a high
contrast medium. The method avoided irradiation of multiple angles/po-
sitions and provided 1mm accuracy in the determination of the tumor
edge. Finally, the forth and last method proposed the use of charged par-
ticle (protons, carbons and heliums) radiography combined with X-ray
CT to obtain a patient-specific calibration curve to be used for carbon
range calculations. The obtained results were extremely promising with
maximum range errors of 1.5mm for helium radiography. These results
suggest that helium radiography might be the method of choice for fu-
ture carbon and proton treatment planning. The results derived in the
different chapters of this dissertation show that carbon therapy accuracy
can be increased with respect to current clinical practice.
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Summary

ACCORDING to the World Health Organization (WHO), cancer is
a leading cause of death worldwide, with approximately 14 mil-
lion new cases and 8.2 million cancer related deaths in 2012.

A 70% increase in new cases of cancer is expected over the next 2
decades [WHO16].

In recent years, the interest in using charged particles, such as pro-
tons and carbon ions, has shown a considerable increase with more than
140000 patients being treated in 2015 [Jer15]. The most common form
of charged particle therapy is performed with hydrogen ions (protons).
However, new facilities have been built to provide cancer treatment using
carbon ions due to its higher Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and Relative
Biological Effectiveness (RBE). Over the past ten years the number of
patients treated with carbon ions has doubled [Jer15].

The growing interest in charged particle therapy can be explained by
their characteristic depth-dose curve. This shows a low and nearly flat
energy deposition in the entrance point, it increases with the penetration
depth until it reaches a maximum (Bragg peak) followed by a steep fall
to approximately zero.

In theory, when properly modeled, charged particle therapy allows
the delivery of a defined dose distribution within the target volume and
barely none outside of it. However, there is still a large number of uncer-
tainties in determining the range of charged particles inside the patient.
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In the clinical environment these uncertainties are accounted by in-
creasing the target margins up to 3.5%±1mm [Pag12a]. Such margins
implicate an increase dose to nearby healthy organs, and depending on
the treatment site, these can lead to severe side-effects to the patient
[SPW+12].

Range uncertainties can come from different sources. They can be
random, due to errors in patient positioning, organ motion, chemical
variations in the patient tissues, and beam fluctuations [KMS+14]. And/or
they can be systematic, due to the fact that treatment planning is made
using X-ray Computed Tomography (CT).

The range calculation of charged particles is currently performed by
converting Hounsfield Units (HU) from the X-ray CT into Relative Stop-
ping Power (RSP) [SPL96a]. Through the RSP, which measures the ratio
between the tissue stopping power and water stopping power, it is pos-
sible to determine the particle’s range inside the patient and place the
Bragg peak within the pre-defined margins. X-rays behave very differ-
ently from charged particles when crossing matter. Therefore, the con-
version between HU to RSP contains errors that in some situations can
be up to 5% [YZP+12].

The current state-of-the-art calibration is known as the stoichiomet-
ric method, which was proposed by Schneider et al. [SPL96a]. In or-
der to calculate the tissues RSP, the stoichiometric method requires pre-
cise knowledge of the tissue composition and ionization energy (I-value).
There are different literature sources for such values, therefore there is
not precise knowledge of the tissue composition and I-value, leading to
uncertainties in the calibration method.

Another issue with the stoichiometric method is that it only works
on human-like materials. Surgical implants materials are not accounted
having significantly larger errors in the range calculations. This prevents
treatment through such implants since errors up to 18% can be intro-



duced in the range calculation [JR14].

Different methods have been proposed to deal with range uncertain-
ties. Such is the case of the measurement of PET and prompt gamma
produced during treatment with charged particles. These methods pro-
vide knowledge about the dose delivered and range verification, respec-
tively [MMRea69, MKYK06]. However, both methods still need to deal
with low statistic issues. Another method that has been proposed is
charged particle radiography/CT.

Charged particle radiography/CT uses charged particles with energy
high enough to cross the patient. From the measured residual range/en-
ergy it is possible to obtain information about the particle’s range inside
the body. However, charged particle radiography/CT is still limited by
physical and technical constraints. In order to produce high quality im-
ages, correct knowledge of the particles path is necessary which can lead
to long reconstruction times. Also, full coverage of the patient is neces-
sary for charged particle CT, which requires long acquisition times and
in the case of carbon imaging, it is limited by the fact that clinical accel-
erators are not able to accelerate carbons to energies high enough to cross
all areas of the patient body. Having correct knowledge of carbon’s range
and interface positions in the body it is crucial for an accurate treatment.

The main aim of this dissertation was to investigate alternative meth-
ods which rely on charged particle imaging principles to reduce range
uncertainties in carbon therapy.

Objectives and dissertation outline

In each chapter a specific aim is considered:

Chapter 1, the aim of this chapter is to summarize the basic concepts
behind charged particle therapy, what are the major drawbacks/uncer-
tainties and the current research trends on this topic.

Chapter 2, in this chapter two different approaches are shown, whose



aim is to reduce range uncertainties. The first idea does not involve
charged particle imaging. But it is related with the RSP calcula-
tion that currently is performed through the stoichiometric method
which converts HU values in RSP. The aim of this work is to show
that by optimizing the elemental I-values using experimental mea-
surements it is possible to obtain a better calibration curve. In the
second part of this chapter the aim is to develop a phenomenolog-
ical formulation which allows a better estimation of charged parti-
cle’s path using the cubic spline path formalism. This formalism in-
creases spatial resolution in charged particle radiography/CT, hence
providing better range prediction.

Chapter 3 proposes a method which is based on the principles behind
carbon imaging with a range detector. The aim of this chapter is
to obtain tumor edge positioning through multiple Bragg peak de-
tection in a range detector. The method avoids irradiation of the
patient over different angles/positions, consequently leading to low
dosage.

Chapter 4, the aim of this chapter is to show that by using charged par-
ticle radiography combined with X-ray CT it is possible to obtain a
patient specific calibration curve which can be used to predict car-
bon range for cancer treatment.

Chapter 5, summarizes the results and conclusions derived in the previ-
ous chapters.

The proposed methods, even though relying on imaging principles,
i.e. detection of high energetic carbons/heliums/protons after irradia-
tion of the patient, do not involve carbon CT and imaging reconstruction
methods. The results derived in the different chapters of this dissertation
show that carbon therapy accuracy can be increased from what it is cur-
rently performed in clinical environment, however, there is still room for
improvements and clinical experimentation should be performed on the
proposed methods.



CHAPTER1
Background information

1.1 Brief history and current status of charged particle ther-
apy

In 1946 Dr. Robert R. Wilson, a physicist who had worked in the de-
velopment of particle accelerators, suggested the use of charged parti-
cles (protons and heavy ions) as a possibility for cancer radiation treat-
ment. His argument was based on the depth-dose distribution presented
by these particles which could be suitable to treat tumors in humans
[Wil46]. An energetic charged particle beam deposits a great part of
its energy at the end of its range, resulting in what is called the Bragg
peak (BP) (Figure 1.1). However, as shown in Figure1.1, the BP is very
narrow and usually not enough to cover most treatment volumes. There-
fore, Wilson also proposed a technique, still used today, for modulation
of the beam in depth. He proposed to use a range wheel that creates
beams with different energies and peak positions. When superimposed,
the beams produce the Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) which provides
a delivery of an uniform dose to the tumor volume (Figure1.2). The su-
perposition of multiple BPs leads to higher and uniform dose proximal
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Chapter 1. Background information

to the target with the sharp falloff to its distal part (Figure 1.2).

Other method that has started to be used instead the SOBP method
is the Intensity-Modulated Proton Therapy (IMPT) [Lom08]. In this
method, the uniform dose distribution over the target volume is con-
structed only by the combination of two or more treatment fields (dif-
ferent irradiation angles). Each individual field can deliver a highly het-
erogeneous dose distribution to the target, but when combined lead to a
uniform dose over the target.

Tumor

Figure 1.1: Depth-dose distribution for photons and monoenergetic Bragg curves for
carbon ions and protons. The shaded red area represents the tumor area. Figure
adapted from [FKAEC09].

It took less then 10 years for protons to be used to treat cancer pa-
tients for the first time [TLB+58]. In 1974, Joseph R. Castro and as-
sociates started to study therapy with heavier charged particles aiming
to understand its clinical use. Between 1977 and 1992, several clini-
cal experiences using heavy-ions (especially helium, carbon and neon
ions) took place at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, where encourag-
ing results (mainly for skull base tumors and paraspinal tumors) were
achieved [SEJS06]. However, the cost of developing and delivering
heavy ions eventually could not be justified by the relatively limited
number of patients leading to a slow development of charged particle
therapy [Lin12].

2



1.2. Rational of charged particles

Nowadays, due to the technological development (e.g. accelerators
and delivering technology), charged particle therapy with protons and
carbon ions has gained again an increasing interest [KFM+10]. World-
wide there are about 60 particle therapy facilities that treat patients with
charged particles (protons and/or carbon ions) and more than 30 under
construction. Charged particle therapy has been used to treat more than
137000 patients worldwide from 1954 to 2014, ranging different patient
ages and tumor sites. [Gro16].

Figure 1.2: Spread-Out Bragg peak (dashed line) composed by composed a number of
BP with different energies. Adapted from [SEJS06].

1.2 Rational of charged particles

The rationale of using charged particles in radiotherapy is related to the
physical processes these undergo (the physical rationale) and to the reac-
tions (and its consequences) that occur at a cellular level after irradiation
with a charged particle beam (radiobiological rationale). In this section
the physical and the biological rationale of using charged particles is
summarized.

1.2.1 Charged particles physical rational

While charged particles travel through matter, they transfer energy to
the medium due to atomic and nuclear interactions. This energy trans-
fer is approximately inversely proportional to the square of their veloc-
ity [Tur07]. As they start slowing down, the probability of interaction

3



Chapter 1. Background information

increases. As a result of the accumulation of interactions, the particles
stop and transfer the rest of their energy to the medium. This typical
energy loss leads to a depth-dose curve with a sharp increase of dose at
a well-defined depth (BP) and a rapid dose falloff beyond that maximum
(Figure1.1). By positioning the BP in the tumor it is possible to deliver a
therapeutic dose while sparing the surrounding tissues as shown in (Fig-
ure1.3).

Figure 1.3: The dose distribution of using three direction carbon ion beams. Carbon
ion beams can produce a conformal dose distribution and steeper dose gradients
without an increase in the normal tissue integral dose and with a small number of
beams. Figure adapted from [TKSN14].

The depth and magnitude of the BP in a determined medium can be
determined by the Bethe-Bloch equation (equation 1.1) also known as
the Stopping Power (SP) of a charged particle. This gives the mean rate
of energy loss (or stopping power) of a charged particle along its path.
The stopping power of a charged particle can be defined as:

∂E

∂x
= ρ

k

β2
z2
Zt
At

{
ln

(
2mec

2β2

1− β2

)
− β2 − ln(It)−

C

Zt
− δ

2
+ ∆L

}
(1.1)

Where z, β2, are the atomic charge and velocity of the projectile. k
is a constant, ρ, At and Zt are the density, relative atomic mass and
number of the target atom. It is the mean ionization energy of the tar-
get, also known as the I-value. ∆L is inserted in the stopping power
equation to account other corrections, such as Bloch, Mott and Barkas
corrections. According to ICRU49 [ICR93], these corrections are only
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1.2. Rational of charged particles

important for low projectile velocities. The I-value, the shell term cor-
rection term (C/Z) and the density correction (δ/2) only depend on the
target, therefore they are assumed to be the same for heavy (carbons) and
lighter (helium and protons) charged particles. However, in section 2.1
and chapter 4 it will be shown the impact of the different correction in
the determination of charged particles range and the differences in using
helium SP to determine carbon range.

Even though the depth dose distribution of charged particles is well
defined by the Bethe-Bloch formula, the penetration of a charged par-
ticle into a medium is governed by stochastic interactions which cause
energy loss and changes of direction. Each type of possible interaction
has associated a cross-section value which defines the probability at each
collision that a given type of interaction will occur. Charged particles
are mainly affected by two electromagnetic processes: inelastic colli-
sions with atomic electrons of the medium and elastic scattering from
nuclei. The cumulative result of these two processes will lead to the en-
ergy loss and deflection of charged particles. Other processes through
which charged particles can lose energy are: emission of Cherenkov ra-
diation, nuclear reactions and Bremsstrahlung. However, in comparison
with the atomic collision processes they are extremely rare. The Bethe-
Bloch equation only accounts for inelastic electromagnetic processes,
i.e., soft and hard collisions as will be next explained.

1.2.1.1 Inelastic collisions

Inelastic collisions are the principal process of energy loss for charged
particles in matter. In these collisions, the kinetic energy of the incident
particle is not conserved, it is transferred from the incident particle to
the atom causing ionization or excitation of the latter. The energy trans-
ferred in each collision is only a minute fraction of the incident particle’s
kinetic energy, although in dense matter, the number of collision per unit
path length is large leading to a considerable energy loss.

Inelastic collisions are caused by the Coulomb-force. Coulomb-force
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interactions can be characterized in terms of the relative size of the clas-
sical impact parameter b vs the atomic radius a, as show in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Representation of an atom, the impact parameter (b) and the classical
atomic radius.

These atomic collisions can be divided into two groups: Coulomb
interactions (soft collisions (b >> a) and hard collisions (b ≈ a)) and
nuclear interactions.

In soft collisions (for b >> a in Figure 1.4)), the charged particle
passes at a considerable distance from the atom. Due to the particle’s
Coulomb force, the atom is affected as a whole and it is excited to a
higher energy level. Sometimes, it ejects a valence shell electron and
becomes ionized. In soft collision a small amount of energy (a few eV)
is transferred to the atom of the absorbing medium [Att91]. Large values
of b are very probable so soft collisions are by far the most numerous
type of charged-particle interaction.

If the impact parameter, b, is of the order of the atomic radius, a,
there is a high probability that the incident particle will interact with an
atomic electron, which is then ejected from the atom (leaving it ionized)
with considerable kinetic energy. This electron is known as delta, δ-ray,
which can causes secondary ionizations. This interaction is known as
hard collision and its probability of happening is smaller than soft colli-
sion.
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In addition to Coulomb interactions with atomic nuclei, charged par-
ticles can also suffer nuclear interactions with the nucleon via the so
called strong nucleon-nucleon force. A charged particle having suffi-
ciently high energy (near 100 MeV/u) and an impact parameter less than
the nuclear radius may interact inelastically with the nucleus [Att91].
In these collisions, the nucleus is broken apart and the incident parti-
cle loses a significant fraction of its energy and is usually deflected by
several degrees. The nucleus disintegrates and emits secondary particles
(mostly nucleons of relatively low energy and γ-rays).

Nuclear interactions lead to a reduction of the incident beam fluence
(φ) with increasing thickness (x) of the traversed object. This can be
computed by:

φ(x) = φ0 · e−Nσrx (1.2)

where φ0 is the initial beam fluence of the primary particles, N is the
density of nuclei target material, σr the total reaction cross section.

Besides decreasing the beam fluence, nuclear interactions produce a
halo of scattered primary charged particles and knocked-out secondaries
that travel long distances. This halo leads to a "tail" to the lateral dose
profile of a beam. Nuclear interactions are also responsible for a halo of
neutrons that escapes the patient and for a small contribution to the dose
inside and outside the primary radiation field. Finally, these create heav-
ily ionizing fragments, which deposit their dose very close to the point
of interactions, increasing the RBE.

It is important to mention that there are also elastic nuclear collisions
in which the nucleus is left intact but the incident charged particle loses
a significant fraction of its energy and is usually deflected by several de-
grees.
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1.2.1.2 Elastic collisions - Multiple Coulomb Scattering

In elastic collisions the amount of energy transferred to the medium is
less than the smallest energy difference of the atomic or molecular lev-
els, being the energy and momentum of the incident charged particle
conserved.

Charged particles are much heavier than electrons and are hardly de-
flected by Coulomb interactions with atomic electrons. However, they
also experience a repulsive force when they pass close to a positively
charged nucleus of an atom. Due to this repulsive force, charged parti-
cles can be deflected through large angles. The incident particles suffer
many of these interactions resulting in a net angular and radial deviation.
This important phenomenon is known as Multiple Coulomb Scattering
(MCS) [Goi08].

MCS is the physical process that most contributes to deflections in
charged particle’s direction as they cross matter without changing their
total momentum. The Coulomb scattering distribution is well repre-
sented by Moliére’s theory [Mol47]. It is a statistical process involving
the sum of many individual elastic interactions between a charged par-
ticle and the nuclei of the matter traversed. For small angle deflections
the scattering can be approximated to a Gaussian distribution, but for
larger angles it behaves like a Rutherford scattering, having larger tails
than does a Gaussian distribution [Wil04a]. For most applications, it is
sufficient to assume a Gaussian approximation whose width, σθ, can be
determined by [Eid04]:

σθ =
13.6 MeV
βcp

z
√
x/X0 [1 + 0.038 ln(x/X0)] (1.3)

Here p, βc, and z are the momentum, velocity, and charge number of
the incident particle, and x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium
in radiation lengths.

MCS also tends to affect the particles trajectory as shown in Figure
1.4. The distribution of displacements y is also fairly Gaussian, whose
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width, σy, is proportional to the distance x traversed by the particle and
to σθ [Wil04a]:

σy =
1√
3
xσθ (1.4)

The presence of MCS greatly contributes to uncertainties in predict-
ing a charged particle’s path. Different path estimates have been pro-
posed to account the MCS effect. The Most Likely Path (MLP) proposed
by [SP94] was the first attempt to model protons trajectories consider-
ing the effect of MCS. Others MLP formalism have followed [Wil04a,
SPTS08], all considering the statistical behavior of MCS and using pro-
ton coordinates and angles to determine the statistical estimate of their
trajectory. All of these studies showed that even though the MLP is the
most accurate path it requires a certain amount of computational effort,
slowing down reconstructions algorithms. Given this, Li et al. [LLS+06]
proposed a Cubic Spline Path (CSP) to model proton trajectories and
to be used in a Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) for proton
computed tomography (p-CT). Results with the CSP were an improve-
ment over the Straight Line Path (SLP) approximation providing images
with the same spatial resolution as the MLP. Also the CSP is mathe-
matically simpler than the MLP, requiring less computer power. In sec-
tion 2.2, the role CSP in determining carbons and protons paths will be
shown. Results led to the formulation of a phenomenological method,
which provides an improvement in the CSP approximation for the path
[FCDD+15b].

1.2.1.3 Range/Energy straggling

When traversing an object of certain thickness and density, monoener-
getic charged particles experience a varying numbers of collisions. Sta-
tistical fluctuations occur along the traveled path due to the random dis-
tribution of atoms and due to the stochastic behavior that a certain in-
teraction can occur. Therefore, not all the particles undergo the same
number of collisions leading to different energy loss, which also affect
the beam range. This effect is known as energy loss/range straggling.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram illustrating the scattering of a charged particle through a mate-
rial of thickness x resulting in a deflection of y and a scattering angle of θ (in one
plane).

This phenomenon leads to a broadening of the measured BP and it
depends on the mass of the projectile and on the penetration depth in
a given material. For different ion species range straggling varies ap-
proximately with the inverse of the square root of the charged particle
mass [SESE10].

All these physical phenomenons contribute for the typical depth-dose
distribution which is one of the main reasons why charged particles have
been used to deliver high dose to tumors.

1.2.2 Radiobiological Rationale

When interacting with matter, radiation can damage tissues by direct or
indirect action (Figure 1.6). In direct action, the Deoxyribonucleic Acid
(DNA) molecules are directly ionized, being therefore damaged by the
ionizing particles [Cre05]. Since DNA is found in almost all the cell
and it is responsible for the function that each cell performs, the damage
made in the DNA either kills the cell or turns it into a different kind
[sit12]. In indirect action, the radiation interacts with other molecules
and atoms, mainly water, within the cell producing free radicals that can
damage the DNA cells. However, to make the DNA damage permanent,
further reaction with oxygen is required to prevent the DNA to repair
itself [OzR12].

The effect of radiation in oxygenated and hypoxic tumors can be mod-
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OH*

Figure 1.6: Direct and indirect (via diffusion of free radicals) radiation effects on the
DNA. The dashed red lines show two potential particle paths leading to the two
interaction types (direct with the DNA and indirect by interacting with water).

eled through the Oxygen Enhancement Ratio (OER) concept. The OER
of radiation is given by the ratio between the dose required to produce a
certain biological effect in the absence of oxygen and the dose required
to produce the same effect in the presence of oxygen [Lin12]. As one
can see in Figure 1.7, for carbon ions the survival curves in air (oxy-
genated environment) and nitrogen atmosphere (hypoxic environment)
do not differ much (low OER). For X-rays these are quite different, show-
ing that when X-rays are used the survival rate in nitrogen is smaller than
for air. The reason behind this fact is because carbon ions are considered
to be high-LET particles while X-rays low-LET.

The LET is a measurement of the energy that is transferred by an
ionizing particle to the medium where it travels [Lin12]. For high-LET
radiation, the DNA damage is mainly caused by direct action. Whilst for
low-LET radiation (like X-rays, protons, and helium) about two-thirds of
the damage is caused by indirect action. It is due to this factor that high-
LET radiation presents smaller OER. This reduction in OER and the fact
that high-LET particles produce greater damage to cells than low-LET
particles, have become one of the main reasons behind to use high-LET
radiation in cancer therapy [Lin12].

As it is possible to see in Figure 1.7, the fraction of cells surviv-
ing a particular dose of X-rays (Dphoton) is larger than the fraction of
cells surviving the same dose of charged particles (Dparticle) [HKM11].
This means that charged particles are biologically more effective than
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Figure 1.7: Cell survival curves of human kidney T1 cells after irradiation with ions
or X-rays in air or nitrogen atmosphere, respectively. Figure adapted from [Lin12].

X-rays, being necessary a lower dose to achieve the same biological ef-
fect [SEJS06]. Therefore, a parameter which compares the biological
effectiveness of charged particles to photons called RBE was defined.
The RBE can be written as [HKM11]:

RBE =
Dphoton

Dparticle
(1.5)

The RBE depends on the type of particle (underlying LET), cell type
and delivered dose. For proton therapy, the generic RBE of protons is
1.1, however due to the dependency on the aforementioned parameters,
this value can vary by about 10% to 20% [PG00]. The dependence on the
various physical and biological properties of RBE for heavy ions (such
as carbons) is much stronger than for protons. They show diverse RBEs
as they travel through matter. Under specific conditions the RBE can be
approximated to be only a function of depth [SEJS06].

1.3 Clinical charged particle beams

After the extraction of the beam from a particle accelerator, this is guided
to the treatment room and to the patient using magnets which bend, steer
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and focus the particle beam. The success of cancer treatment in radiation
therapy is strongly related to the possibility of applying the beam to the
target volume using multiple fields [SEJS06].

The use of a gantry which rotates around the patient offers this pos-
sibility. However, gantries for charged particles are of great size and
weight. A proton gantry weights around 100 tons and has a diameter of
10 meters, whereas an isocentric gantry for carbon ions has a weight of
about 600 tons and a diameter of 13 meters [Rob12]. The enormous size
and weight of a gantry for heavy particles, is one of the reasons why most
of the heavy-ion center do not have one. Therefore, in heavy-ion centers
fixed beam lines are typically used: vertical beams, 45◦ beam inclination
and horizontal beams. Moreover, it is possible to move the patient using
special treatment chairs [GSI11].

The first center to have a heavy ion gantry was (Heidelberg Ion Ther-
apy Center (HIT)) [KFM+10] (Figure 1.8). In beginning of 2016, The
National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) and Toshiba Corpora-
tion announced the first rotating heavy ion gantry using superconducting
technology. This is very promising since by using superconducting mag-
nets it is possible to obtain a more compact, lighter rotating gantry than
the typical heavy ion radiotherapy gantry [Tho16].

Figure 1.8: Representation of the heavy ion gantry at HIT including echanics, beam
line components and patient treatment room. Figure adapted from [WK08]

The beam produced in the accelerator has a small diameter and small
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extension of the BP in depth, being necessary to shape the beam in order
to be useful for treatment. Nowadays, in charged particle therapy, there
are two methods to shape the beam and thus to tailor the dose to the target
volume: passive scattering and active scanning techniques [KWO07].

1.3.0.1 Passive Scattering

Passive scattering (Figure 1.9) was the first method to be developed and
is still broadly used in charged particle therapy centers. In this technique
a ridge filter and/or range shifters are used, which are responsible to
modulate the beam to the desired radiological depth (or SOBP). These
range modulators consist of a number of homogeneous plastic plates of
different thickness, that can be moved into the beam.

Figure 1.9: Principle of passive scattering (upper part: schematic setup; lower part: variation
of lateral and longitudinal beam profile along. Adapted from setup [Gro05].

The lateral spread out of the beam can be produced by interposing
scattering material in front of the beam [Goi08]. Furthermore, patient
and beam-specific collimators are used to adapt the dose distribution the
maximal lateral cross section of the target volume. Variations in depth
of the distal edge of the target volume are mapped to the dose distribu-
tion by a patient and beam-specific device, the compensator. The distal
edge of the dose distribution can be adapted very precisely to the pre-
scribed target volume, but due to the fixed width of the SOBP, this shape
is transferred to the proximal edge of the dose distribution, resulting
in an unwanted irradiation of proximal normal tissue (Figure 1.9, dark
red) [Gro05].
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Instead of using a scattering system for the lateral spread of the beam,
it is possible to use fast, continuous magnetic deflection (wobbling), that
move the beam over a defined area (Figure 1.10) [SEJS06].

Figure 1.10: Principle of passive shaping with wobbling system. Figure adapted from
[CC09].

Whilst passive scattering has proved to be robust, there are some
important disadvantages: the cumbersome use of patient-specific col-
limators and compensators, the significant beam energy and intensity
losses, the contamination in the beam by fragments, and neutron pro-
duction in the scattering material, leading to an unnecessary neutron
dose [KWO07].

1.3.0.2 Active Scanning

In active scanning (Figure 1.11) there are two dipole magnets connected
in series which steer the narrow pencil beams in the lateral plane while
the range is modulated by controlling the beam energy [Goi08]. This
minimizes the equipment required and automates the treatment delivery
process by a control system [KWO07].

The target volume is virtually divided into slices of constant particle
range (and energy), the so-called isoenergy slices. Each of these slices is
further divided into single picture elements (pixels or spots). The beam
is then steered over each slice in a way that a pre-calculated number
of particles is deposited to every spot assigned by the treatment plan
[Gro05].

Active scanning can be divided into two categories: Discrete or spot
scan, where the beam is turned off during the scanning between consec-
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Figure 1.11: Principle of active beam scanning. Figure adapted form [Gro05].

utive spots, and raster or quasidiscrete scan where instead of turning off
the beam between consecutive spots, this is only turned off when a slice
is finished and a new energy is set [KWO07].

In Active Scanning the dose distribution is delivered by placing the
Bragg peak in the patient one location at a time and then one layer at a
time by varying the beam energy, thus allowing the use of IMPT. With
IMPT the uniform dose distribution over the target volume is constructed
only by the combination of two or more treatment fields (different irradi-
ation angles). Each individual field can deliver a highly inhomogeneous
dose distribution to the target, but when combined lead to a uniform dose
over the target [Pag12b]. In F. Dias et al. [DRS+15] it has been shown
that the path the beam follows during the scanning affects the dose de-
livered to the patient and should be taken into account.

1.4 Different charged particles and photons in cancer ther-
apy

Nowadays, the most commonly employed radiotherapy treatment uses
high-energy X-rays ( i.e., photons), which are generated outside the pa-
tient. In opposition to charged particles, photons do not present mass and
the way they interact with matter is different. Therefore, their depth dose
distribution is different and cannot be computed using the Bethe-Bloch
equation (equation 1.1). Figure 1.1 shows the depth-dose distribution
curves of photons, carbons and protons.

For photons the maximum of the deposited dose is located at a smaller
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penetration depth than for the other particles. After its maximum, the
dose decreases slowly with respect to the penetration depth. Irradiating
tumors deeply located in the body while preserving simultaneously the
surrounding tissues is difficult when using photons, being necessary in
most situations to irradiate tumors at different angles. For charged par-
ticles, due to the BP it is possible to deliver a high dose to the tumor
sparing the surrounding tissues (Figure 1.1) with a single beam. Another
difference between photons and charged particles was already mentioned
in section 1.2.2. The RBE of photons is smaller than charged particles
(RBE=1.1 for protons and RBE>=1 for carbons). This means that more
dose is necessary to deliver to the tumor when photons are used than
when charged particles are used.

Even though protons are charged particles, these differ from carbons
in many ways. Protons (atomic mass of 1u) are much lighter than car-
bons (atomic mass of 12u) and have a smaller atomic number (Z=1, for
protons and Z=6, for carbons). Both carbons and protons can undergo
through the different physical interactions with matter (section 1.2.1),
however due to the different mass and atomic number, they present dif-
ferent probabilities for the different interactions. Consequently, this leads
to differences in their depth-dose distribution as it is possible to see in
Figure 1.1. As mentioned in section 1.2.1, range/energy straggling is
proportional to the inverse of the square root of the particle’s mass. Be-
cause of straggling, the width of the Bragg peak is larger for protons than
for carbons (Figure 1.1). Moreover, due to the mass difference between
carbons and protons, the later suffer more MCS. This effect is roughly
proportional to Z/(A × v2). In Figure 1.12 it is shown the lateral scat-
tering suffered by protons and carbons in a clinical like environment.
As one can see carbons have an almost straight path trajectory as it will
be shown in section 2.2. This lateral scattering also contributes to the
broadening of a proton beam in about 3.5 times larger than for a carbon
beam [WK09].

A major drawback of carbons is their higher probability to suffer nu-
clear reactions and nuclear fragmentation. In addition to contribute to a
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Figure 1.12: Lateral scattering in realist scanning therapy setups. Figure adapted
from [WK09].

reduction of the incident beam fluence (section 1.2.1), these create lighter
ions which will create a tail after the Bragg peak in the dose distribution
of carbons. However, for carbon ions, the contribution of produced frag-
ments does not deteriorate the dose distribution in general. It actually
allows monitoring the beam inside the patient by Positron Emission To-
mography (PET). This is related with the fact that the fragmentation pro-
cess produces lighter carbon isotopes that are positron emitters (section
1.6.3).

Carbons and protons also have different dependencies on biological
properties. Carbons show diverse RBEs as they travel through matter as
mentioned in section 1.2.2. Carbon’s RBE is selectively elevated in the
target, and in the entrance (lower dose) has RBE values slightly higher
than one [WK09]. While for protons, as previously mentioned, these
have an approximately constant RBE=1.1.

Currently, there has been an increase interest in using helium beams
(α particles) in clinical environment for tumor irradiation. αs, in com-
parison to protons, have smaller lateral scattering and when compared to
carbon ions, they have a reduced fragmentation tail [MMD+16]. These
advantages led to the idea of using α radiography in the determination of
the carbon’s range (chapter 4).

The physical and biological differences between the different particles
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also lead to differences in treatment planning, production and transporta-
tion and imaging processing/reconstruction. However, describing all the
differences between these particles is out of the scope of this work.

1.5 Range uncertainties in charged particle therapy

A major challenge in charged particle therapy is the uncertainty in de-
termine precisely the range of the charged particle beam. Since it is at
the end of the particle’s range where the beam presents its sharpest dose
gradient (Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.1), this range uncertainty can lead to an
underdose of the tumor or an overdose of the surrounding tissues (Figure
1.13).
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Figure 1.13: The effect of a range undershoot on the depth-dose distribution of a proton
beam in water.

The range uncertainty can come from random sources: patient posi-
tioning, organ motion and heterogeneity, beam fluctuations [KMS+14];
and can be systematic coming from the fact treatment plan is made using
computed tomography (CT).

As mentioned it will be mentioned in section 1.6.1 the energy/range
necessary to irradiate the patient is computed by converting the HU from
the treatment planning X-ray CT into RSP - HU-RSP calibration curve
[SPL96a]. Through the RSP value, it is possible compute the beam’s en-
ergy to position the BP within the tumor contour. A widely used method
to determined the HU-RSP curve is the stoichiometric approach pro-
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posed by Schneider et al. [SPL96a]. This uses experimentally obtained
RSP values for plastic materials and theoretical determined RSPs for hu-
man biological tissues. Assumptions on the composition and ionization
value of tissues have to be made, therefore, the stoichiometric calibration
is not patient-specific.

Recent studies demonstrated that the stoichiometric method intro-
duces large errors (up to 5%) [YZP+12] in the range estimate of the
BP. The use of charged particle CT and/or radiography which employs
a direct measurement of the incident charged particle stopping power,
could remove this uncertainty. However, in practice the reconstruction
methods struggle with uncertainty in reproducing the charged particle’s
path, due to MCS. The classic X-ray CT reconstruction algorithms as-
sume a SLP which for the case of protons is not valid, leading to images
with poor spatial resolution [SPH+12]. Furthermore, challenges related
with detectors also contribute for images with poor resolution and noisy
(mostly caused by secondary particles hitting the detector).

Using heavier particles such as carbons should reduce the effect of
MCS since these travel practically straight paths as it will be shown in
section 2.2. However, carbons present a large number of nuclear inter-
actions as mentioned in section 1.2.1, making more difficult the use of
single particle detectors (section 1.6.2).

Other source of range uncertainty can come from the algorithm used
to compute the range and dose given to the patient. In the case of in-
terfaces between tissues with different densities, the computation of the
beams scattering is more complex. Pencil-beam dose algorithms, com-
monly used in clinical environment, are know to introduce uncertain-
ties up to ±2.5% for specific treatment sites and beam arrangements
[Pag12c].

In the clinical environment the range uncertainty is accounted by in-
creasing the target margins up to 3.5% [Pag12c]. These can be different
depending on the institution and on the treatment site. In some situations
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additional margins can be added or shrunken. Even though adding mar-
gins to the treatment planning makes it more robust it comes with a cost:
additional dose is delivered to the surrounding tissues.

1.6 State of the art: imaging techniques in charged therapy

As previously stated, the depth-dose distribution of charged particles al-
lows a precise and high dose delivery to the tumor. To do so, correct
knowledge of the particle’s range is necessary. This section aims to ex-
plain how this is obtained currently in a clinical environment, what are
the drawbacks of the current method and what are the major research
tendencies to tackle such drawbacks.

1.6.1 The treatment planning computed tomography and the cali-
bration curve

A volumetric X-ray CT image of the patient is the basis of current treat-
ment planning in charged particle therapy which takes into account the
effect of tissue inhomogeneities. A X-ray CT, without any contrast agent,
measures the photon attenuation coefficient - µx of each tissue x. This
is converted to the scale HU using the photon attenuation coefficient of
water - µw. The scaled HU is defined by :

HUx = 1000.
µx
µw

(1.6)

The HU of water is normally set to zero.

The beam range required for patient treatment in charged particle
therapy is calculated from the CT HU numbers, which are converted into
RSP through a calibration curve. The calibration curve in most centers
is obtained through the stoichiometric approach proposed by Schneider
et al. [SPL96a]. In the stoichiometric approach both measured HU of
tissue substitutes and the chemical composition of real tissues are used
to predict HU for human tissues. The HU values of a number of tissue
equivalent materials, whose chemical composition is known, are mea-
sured on a CT scanner. The obtained HUs are parametrize as a function
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of the chemical composition, using the equation [DFCD+16]:

HU = ρrele (AZ3.62 +BZ1.86 + C) (1.7)

where ρrele is the volumetric electron density relative to water; Z is the
effective atomic number (calculated using the fraction by weigh of the in-
dividual elements for compounds); A,B,C are constants that character-
ize the contributions of photo-electric, Rayleigh scattering and Compton
scattering to the total attenuation. From this parametrization the HU for
human biological tissues is computed using the chemical compositions
and effective densities from literature [WW86, WWH87, Wat99].

Figure 1.14: Centro Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica (CNAO) calibration curve.

The RSP of each material is then computed and may be confirmed by
directly measure the energy loss of the charged particles after crossing a
known material. The RSP is defined as the ratio between the tissue stop-
ping power and the stopping power of water. These can be computed
using equation 1.1. Using all of this information, the HU to RSP corre-
lation is built and used to obtain information about all other tissues. This
method is not patient-specific since it relies on plastic-tissue materials
and theoretical human tissue compositions. Tissue composition can be
variable leading to changes in the calibration curve. Furthermore, the
stopping power equation besides depending on the density of the tissue,
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depends on its I-value, which also changes according to the tissue chem-
ical composition. In chapter 2, it will be presented a method developed
by Doolan et al. [DFCD+16] which optimizes the I-value of tissues using
knowledge from experimental measurements. In chapter 4, it is proposed
the use of charged particle radiography (carbon, helium and proton) to
determine a patient-specific calibration curve which is able to account for
chemical composition changes. Figure 1.14 shows the calibration curve
used in CNAO.

It is worth to mention that the reason why in charged particle ther-
apy is used the RSP instead of the particle’s SP is because this is inde-
pendent of the particle’s energy (at least for the energies considered for
treatment).

1.6.2 Carbon radiography and computed tomography

As mentioned in section 1.5, the stoichiometric method can introduce er-
rors up to 5%. A possible solution to tackle this problem is to use charged
particle radiography or/and charged particle CT. By using charged par-
ticles to image the patient, the process of converting HU into RSP is no
longer necessary since charged particle radiography/CT allows a direct
measurement of the patient RSP [FCSLJ16].

Moreover, X-ray CT is limited in density sensitivity which arises from
the detection of a finite number of X-rays. An increase in the number
of detected X-ray leads to higher dose delivered to the patient. Imag-
ing with charged particles, due their dependency in the density of the
medium (equation 1.1), provides an improved density resolution for a
given dose [HBK+82].

The first studies with charged particle radiography date from 1968
[Koe68], where it was shown that images obtained on a radiographic film
from irradiating objects with a thickness slightly smaller than the range
of the incident 160 MeV proton beam had a greater contrast than im-
ages produced with X-rays under the same conditions. Others produced
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proton radiographs using this fluence method, however this method was
limited to thin samples [SK73].

In 1972, Goitein [RS16] reconstructed CT images using data from
the helium (α). The following years, research on proton radiography (p-
rad) [SK73] and p-CT [CK76] addressed proton imaging as a diagnostic
tool. Cormack and Koehler [CK76] used a proton-integrating system..

Hanson et al. [HBC+78] at the Los Alamos Laboratory (Los Alamos,
NM), presented pCT results of human specimens. Two varieties of de-
tector module with very different functions were utilized: a position-
sensitive detector and a residual energy-range detector. These concepts
are still relevant for the design of proton imaging systems today. The
former tracks each proton’s position and the latter implies its residual en-
ergy or range. Figure 1.15 shows the basic concept of position-sensitive
(Figure 1.15a) and residual range detector (Figure 1.15b). Nowadays,
through a system that allows to obtain the incident and exit charged par-
ticle direction, position and energy, it is possible to apply path recon-
struction algorithms which estimate their trajectories [FCSLJ16].

ICs + PMMA absorbers

BP position

Residual energy-range
detector

Position-sensitive detector

a) b)

Figure 1.15: a) A schematic of the ideal charged particle tracking radiography/CT
system. It is constituted by a position-sensitive detector (four panels) placed before
and after the patient, through this it is possible to retrieve information about the
particles entrance and exit position/directions. The residual energy/range detector
is placed after the patient and it records the residual (remaining) energy/range of the
particles after crossing the patient. b)shematic representation of the range detector
developed at HIT [RBG+13]. The range detector is build up wtih a stack of parallel-
plate Ionization Chamber (IC) interleaved with a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
absorber plate. This figure was adtapted from [RBG+13].

The increase interested in charged particle therapy led to the con-
struction of a first radiographic system at PSI [PBdB+99]. The system
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1.6. State of the art: imaging techniques in charged therapy

was proton-tracking with a setup similar to the one in Figure 1.15a with
a range telescope. This system was used to acquire a p-rad of a live
canine subject, being the first live animal radiography [SBP+04]. The
biggest disadvantage of p-rad and p-CT is the poor spatial resolution due
to MCS. To improve the spatial resolution different methods have been
consider in order to model proton trajectories [Wil04a,SPTS08,LLS+06,
FCDD+15b, FCSLJ16]. In section 2.2 it is explained a new model for
charged particle trajectories.

Even though most research on charged particle radiography/CT is per-
formed on protons, heavy ion radiography/CT studies have also been car-
ried out. Abe et al. [ASF12] proposed in 2002 a heavy ion CT system
based on measurement of the residual range by a fluoroscopy detector
consisting of an intensifying screen and a CCD video camera. The range
information was extracted by the analysis of the transmitted signal ac-
quired for five different thicknesses of the range shifter for each radio-
graphic projection.

Ohno et. al. [OKMK04] and Shinoda et. al. [SKK06] used a detector
system that consisted of two position-sensitive detectors, an energy de-
tector and two gate detectors. The individual ion residual energy in com-
bination with the position before and after the target were acquired only
for those valid events which triggered a coincidence signal between the
two gate scintillators (adjacent to the position sensitive detectors, PSDs).
Since both, primary and fragmented secondary ions, add to the residual
energy, the discrimination of their contributions to the signal was diffi-
cult, leading to noise in the collected data.

Rinaldi et. al. [RBG+13] proposed the use of a range telescope as an
alternative detector. The Bragg peak position of a charged particle beam
is determined only by primary ions and therefore no noise from sec-
ondary particles is present in the signal. Figure 1.15b shows a schematic
of a range detector. The Water Equivalent Thickness (WET) of the tra-
versed object can be deduced from the BP position using an calibration
procedure [RBG+13]. Since no position sensitive detector is used, this
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Chapter 1. Background information

method relies on the scanning of the object with a mono-energetic pen-
cil beam and that charged particles travel straight paths. In a clinical
environment, one has to deal with a Gaussian-like pencil beam. Since
the human body is heterogeneous, carbons from the same incident beam
traverse various materials, causing range dilution effects which lead to a
broadening of the BP and consequently errors in the determination of the
WET. In the case of high contrast interfaces along the beam path, mul-
tiple BPs can be detected. In chapter 3 it is proposed a method where
the detected multiple peaks are used to retrieve information about high
contrast edges.

Other difficulties related to ion-based CT concern the financial and
technical effort needed to accelerate therapeutic ion beams to a suffi-
ciently high initial energy that allows charged particles to cross the whole
object, for carbons, since these are heavier, this plays a larger effect.

1.6.3 Indirect charged particle imaging

The first in vivo range verification being investigated was PET imag-
ing [MMRea69]. As mentioned in 1.4, during ion beam irradiation,
positron emitters are produced along the beam path due to nuclear frag-
mentation. For heavy ions such as carbons, the nuclear fragmentation
can happen in both the incident particles and in the target nuclei. For a
proton beam only target fragmentation is possible [ZE13].

A PET scanner detects the coincident γ-rays that are emitted when
the positrons annihilate. These can be detected in a patient either during
(on-line) or after (shortly after: in-room, with greater delay: off-line)
treatment [Rin11]. The tomographic reconstruction provides a three-
dimensional distribution of the positron emission, which is correlated
to the delivered dose. So far, PET is the only method clinically im-
plemented for in-vivo range verification. However, it has major draw-
backs, such as the intrinsically low signal and the biological washout,
depending on the time elapsed between irradiation and imaging. These
will contribute for a blurred and limited precision on the PET measure-
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1.6. State of the art: imaging techniques in charged therapy

ments [Par14].

Alternative or complementary solutions to PET and charged particle
radiography/CT, which use charged particles, are being explored. Such
is the case of prompt γ, which consists in the detection of γ-rays that are
emitted due to particle-nuclear interactions. Experiments have shown
that there is a correlation between the charged particle range and the
prompt γ emissions [MKYK06]. A major drawback of this method is
related with the detection of the γ-rays because of the neutron-induced
background radiation.

Other imaging method which uses charged particles is interaction ver-
tex imaging. This consists in the detection of secondary charged particles
emerging from the patient that were generated in nuclear interactions. By
reconstructing the trajectories of the emerging particles, it is possible to
determined their production point. The position of the fragmentation and
the amount of emerging secondary particles, in principle, is correlated
with the incident charged particle range and dose delivered [HTC+12].

More recently, the use of the acoustic signature of a proton beam has
been studied for range verification in proton therapy [JWSA14]. Pulsed
proton beams can create a measurable acoustic signal. The energy depo-
sition of the pulsed proton beam leads to a local heating of the medium
which creates sound waves that can be measured by a ultrasound equip-
ment. This method offers a direct relation between the dose, i.e. energy
deposition and the signal. However, is not compatible with common pro-
ton acceleration methods [Ver15].

1.6.4 Other imaging modalities

Besides the treatment planning CT, which uses X-rays, all the afore-
mentioned imaging modalities involve shooting the patient with charged
particles. Other imaging modalities have been proposed to be used for
treatment planning in carbon/proton therapy, such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and dual-energy computed tomography (DECT).
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The main advantage of using MRI is the better spatial resolution
and improved signal-to-noise ratio. The use of MRI in proton ther-
apy has been investigated as alternative to the planning CT [KWK16].
The method relies on conversion of MRI intensity values to HU. Even
though the method demonstrates good agreement with the planning CT,
the aforementioned range errors due to calibration procedure will still
exist. Other method which relies on MRI has been investigated which
consists in the evaluation of the range of the beam by analyzing changes
in the tissue that occur on a molecular level following proton irradia-
tion [GYL+10]. This method is limited by the fact that it relies on effects
which occur on longer time scales and by the fact that the biological ef-
fects and difference between patients are not fully understood.

The interest in using DECT has been growing over the past years.
DECT uses two different X-ray spectra, allowing the calculation of the
electron density and atomic number of the materials. Yang et al. [YVC+10]
showed that this could be used for stopping power calculations (with
range uncertainties of 1.9%-2.3% [YVC+10]). A major drawback about
DECT is that it does not image the patient directly in the treatment po-
sition, and does not account for morphology change that might occur
between planning and treatment.
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CHAPTER2
The impact of charged particles path and

the ionization value in their range

As stated in the previous chapter, the finite range of charged particles,
which allows a high dose delivery, represents one of the main reasons
why these are used for cancer therapy. However, there is still a large
number of uncertainties in determining their range inside the patient
(section1.5). One of these major uncertainties is related with the fact
that charged particles range is determined from X-ray CT through a cal-
ibration procedure which converts HU into RSP (section 1.6.1).

The accuracy of the RSP calculation depends on the uncertainty in
the real tissue composition, deviations of the patient from the litera-
ture compositions and uncertainties in the mean ionization energies (I-
value) of tissue and water. In order to avoid this calibration proce-
dure, charged particle radiography/CT has been proposed (section 1.6.2).
However, problems due to spatial resolution are still needed to be dealt
with. Charged particles do not present SLP trajectories and such assump-
tion may lead to low spatial resolution and errors in the determination of
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the RSP values.

In this chapter it will first shown the effect of the I-value in the RSP
calculation followed by the impact of using different path formalism in
the prediction of charged particle’s trajectories.

The work here presented is based on the results and contribution made
to the following work:

• Inter-comparison of relative stopping power estimation models
for proton therapy, P. J. Doolan, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete,
Marta F. Dias, Thomas A. Ruggieri, Derek D’Souza and Joao Seco.
Phys. Med. Biol., 2016 [DFCD+16].

• Developing a phenomenological model of the proton trajectory
within a heterogeneous medium required for proton imaging,
Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, Paul Doolan, Marta F. Dias, Luc
Beaulieu and Joao Seco. Phys. Med. Biol., 2015 [FCDD+15b].

• TU-F-CAMPUS-J-02: Developing a Phenomenological Model
of the Proton Trajectory Within a Heterogeneous Medium Re-
quired for Proton Imaging, Charles Antoine Collins-Fekete, Paul
Doolan, Marta F. Dias, Luc Beaulieu and Joao Seco. Med. Phys.,2015
[FCDD+15a].

• SU-E-T-550: Range Effects in Proton Therapy Caused by Sys-
tematic Errors in the Stoichiometric Calibration, Paul Doolan,
Marta F. Dias, Charles-Antoine Collins Fekete, Joao Seco. Med.
Phys, 2014 [DDFS14].

2.1 Ionization value and the impact on the relative stopping
powers

The stoichiometric method by Schneider [SPL96a] is the most widely
used method for producing the HU-RSP calibration curve [Tay15]. As
explained in chapter 1, section 1.6.1 the RSP is the ratio between the
tissue SP and water SP. The Bethe-Bloch formula is used to compute
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2.1. Ionization value and the impact on the relative stopping powers

the SP (equation 1.1, section 1.2.1), however, this can be written using
different correction terms. The equation presented in section 1.2.1 in
chapter 1, without the correction term ∆L, was first proposed by Bichsel
[Bic72]. This can be re-written as the multiplication of two terms, K and
B:

SB = K ×B

K = ρ
k

β2
z2
Zt
At

B = ln

(
2mec

2β2

1− β2

)
− β2 − ln(It)−

C

Zt
− δ

2

(2.1)

All the parameters have been defined in chapter 1, section 1.2.1.

Janni [Jan82] proposed that the stopping power, SJ , should contain
some corrections. So, the Bethe-Bloch formula proposed by Janni was:

SJ = K {B + J1 + J2 + J3}

J1 = −1

2
ln

(
1 +

2me

M
√

1− β2
+
(me

M

)2)
J2 =

παzβ

2

J3 =
zZtα

3F (β, Zt)

β3

(2.2)

whereM is the charged particle’s rest mass, J1 accounts for the maxi-
mum kinetic energy that can be transferred to an unbound electron at rest;
α is the fine structure constant and it is equal to 1/137.036. J2 is only
relevant at relativistic energies and J3 is the Barkas correction, where the
function F (β, Zt) is only important at low energies and usually is set to
zero.

Other SP formulation is the one defined by ICRU Report 49 [ICR93]
which can be written as:
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SI = K

B + J1 + γJ3 −
(
zα

β

)2 ∞∑
n=1

[
n

(
n2 +

(
zα

β

)2
)]−1

(2.3)
The parameter γ comes from the free-electron model and is approxi-

mately equal to
√

2. The new term in the expression is the Bloch correc-
tion.

Since the SP can be computed differently, different RSP formulations
arise (equation 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). However, the most popular approach to
compute the RSP ignores most of the correction terms due to the fact that
these are considered to be negligible for biological tissues [ÖZB+15].
This formulation was first used by Schneider [SPL96a]:

RSP = ρrele
ln[(2mec

2)β2/(It(1− β2))]− β2

ln[(2mec2β2)/(Iw(1− β2))]− β2
(2.4)

where ρrele is the volumetric electron density relative to water and Iw
is the I-value of water.

Each formulation incorporates different corrections and as a result
each uses different I-values. The aim of the work by Doolan et al.
[DFCD+16] was to show the impact of using the different methods to
compute the SP and the different sources of I-values on the RSP calcula-
tion. To do so, the RSP of different materials from a Gammex phantom
were experimentally measured and compared with the ones calculated
from the different formulations. Finally, it was proposed an optimiza-
tion method which recomputed the I-value of the elements so that the
measured and computed RSPs matched.

2.1.1 Materials and Methods

The RSP and HU values of twelve tissue substitutes from the Gammex
RMI 467 phantom (Gammex Inc. Middleton, WI) were experimentally
obtained. Details of the experimental setup can be seen in Doolan et
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Table 2.1: I-values of elements and water using different sources: Bichsel [Bic72],
Janni [Jan82] and ICRU [ICR93].

I-value (eV)
Element (Z) / Material Bichsel [Bic72] Janni [Jan82] ICRU [ICR93]

H (1) 19.2 20.4 19.2±0.4
C (6) 86.9 73.8 81±7
N (7) 80 97.8 82±2
O (8) 95 115.7 106±2
F (9) 119 124.8 112±0

Na (11) 148 143.0 168.4±0
Mg (12) 156 151.1 176.3±0
Si (14) 17 174.5 195.5±3
P (15) 172 179.1 195.5±0
S (16) 180 183.6 203.4±0
Cl (17) 187 182.6 180±0
K (19) 193 186.8 214.7±0
Ca (20) 196 191.9 215.8±8
Fe (26) 293 278.2 323.2±9
I (53) 510 515.2 535.6±0
Water 79.7 81.8 75.3

al. [DFCD+16].

Using the chemical composition from the Gammex RMI vendors the
theoretical RSP was computed using the different SP formulations (equa-
tion 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) and their I-values (Table 2.1). Using the experimen-
tally obtained HU, the HU-RSP calibration curve was derived for each
formulation. These calibration curves will be referred to as the "Bich-
sel", "Janni" and "ICRU" for the remainder of this work.

The I-value for compounds can be computed using the Bragg’s addi-
tivity rule [ICR92]:

lnIt =

(∑ wiZi
Ai

lnIi

)(∑ wiZi
Ai

)−1
(2.5)

where Ii are the individual elemental I-value; Zi and Ai the atomic
number and atomic weight of the ith element and wi is its proportion by
weight.
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Using the I-values from the different sources (table 2.1), the RSPs for
the Gammex tissues were also computed using Schneider RSP computa-
tion (equation 2.4).

All of the computed RSP values were compared to the experimental
ones. Using Schneider’s formulation (equation 2.4), it was used an op-
timization method in which elemental I-values were modified until the
theoretical RSP computations matched the experimental RSP. The cost
function, ∆, of the optimization method was:

∆ =
1

n

√∑
i(RSP

i
c −RSP i

m)2∑
i(RSP

i
m)2

1

(Errim)2
(2.6)

where n is the number of tissues, RSP i
c and RSP i

m are the computed
and measured RSPs for the tissue i and Errim is the uncertainty of the
experimental RSPs. The optimization was performed using the Nelder-
Mead optimization function from Matlab [TMI00].

In order to assess the impact of the optimization of the elemental I-
values, the RSPs of 72 human tissues were computed using the Schnei-
der formulation with the optimized I-values. These were then com-
pared with the Bichsel, Janni and ICRU formulations whose I-values
were not optimized. The human tissue composition was obtained from
[WW86, WWH87, ICR89].

2.1.2 Results and Discussion

Table 2.2 shows RSP relative errors obtained by calculating the RSP val-
ues using the different formulations. Figure 2.1, shows the calibration
curve and relative errors obtained for the RSPs computed with the opti-
mized I-values. The experimental RSP were used as reference.

Using the three different theoretical SP formulations (equation 2.1,2.2
and 2.3), the RSPs for the different Gammex tissue substitutes were com-
puted. The RSPs were computed over the energy range 10-330 MeV and
averaged. By analyzing the results in table 2.2, one can infer that the
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2.1. Ionization value and the impact on the relative stopping powers

Table 2.2: The relative stopping powers (RSPs) for the Gammex tissue substitutes cal-
culated using the Bichsel, Janni, ICRU and Schneider formulations. The Schneider
formulation was computed using the I-values from the different sources. The RMSE
is the root mean square error.

Schneider formulation
Material Measured Bichsel (%) Janni (%) ICRU (%) Bichsel (%) Janni (%) ICRU (%)

LN-300 lung 0.280 -1.74 -0.82 -2.37 -2.30 +0.23 -1.21
LN-450 lung 0.473 -2.33 -1.42 -2.96 -3.17 -0.66 -2.09

Adipose 0.946 -0.34 +0.81 -0.69 -2.05 +0.70 -0.69
Breast 0.974 +0.10 +1.19 -0.30 -1.71 +0.98 -0.39

CT solid water 1.005 -0.42 +0.58 -0.88 -2.17 +0.43 -0.91
Brain 1.067 +0.92 +2.10 +0.58 -1.00 +1.78 +0.39
Liver 1.080 -0.70 +0.28 -1.16 -2.50 +0.09 -1.25

Inner bone 1.094 -0.16 +0.57 -0.89 -1.75 +0.61 -0.73
CB2-30% CaCO3 1.260 +1.21 +1.88 +0.45 -0.49 +1.83 +0.51
CB2-50% CaCO3 1.433 +0.74 +1.08 -0.31 -0.73 +1.28 0.00

Cortical bone 1.620 +1.47 +1.50 +0.15 +0.06 +1.82 +0.57
RMSE +1.14 +1.24 +1.30 +1.86 +1.13 +0.96

Mean error -0.12 +0.71 -0.76 -1.62 +0.83 -0.53
Max error -2.33 +2.10 -2.96 -3.17 +1.83 -2.09
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Figure 2.1: Calibration curve (top) and relative errors (bottom) from the RSPs com-
puted with the optimized I-values with the measured RSPs. The red dashed lines in
the bottom graph represent 1% error.
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Bichsel and ICRU approaches generally underestimated the RSPs, while
Janni overestimated them.

Using the I-values from the three sources (Bichsel, Janni and ICRU),
but with the Schneider approximation for the RSP (equation 2.4), the
results were similar to the previous ones: a systematic underestima-
tion in the Bichsel and ICRU approaches and an overestimation in the
Janni. The errors using Schneider calculation method were generally
larger than using the theoretical formulae (equation 2.1,2.2 and 2.3). This
was expected since the I-values from each source account for correction
terms that are not present in the Schneider approach.

The optimization of the elemental I-values significantly improved the
estimates of tissue substitute RSP (Figure 2.1). The maximum errors de-
creased and the mean error was of +0.11%.

The largest errors in overall results were typically found in the lower
density lung inserts (underestimations of more than 3%). In clinical
environment these errors can translate into proton range errors, partic-
ularly critical in regions such as the lung as it was shown by Seco et
al. [SPW+12]. The optimization of the I-values was able to reduce RSP
uncertainties to under 1.5%.

To assess the potential impact of using the Bichsel, Janni and ICRU
I-values on proton therapy patients, comparisons were made with the
optimized I-values across a range of human tissues. Figure 2.2 shows
the mean/max differences across 72 human tissues. For Bichsel these
were: -0.5%/-1.7%; for Janni: +0.4%/+1.1% and -0.1%/-0.4% for ICRU
I-values. The largest differences were found in the bony and fatty regions
(+1.1 for Janni in the Skeleton Cranium, -1.7% for Bichsel in adipose
tissue 3, for example), which could be a concern for particular treatment
sites.

All the obtained results suggest that an additional step should be added
to the stoichiometric calibration procedure, in which RSP values are
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Figure 2.2: Errors in the RSP for 72 human tissues, calculated using literature ele-
mental I-values compared to using the optimized I-values. This figure was addapted
from [DFCD+16].

fitted to measurement through the optimization of elemental I-values.
These I-values should be used in subsequent estimates of human tissue
RSPs, which are used to form the stoichiometric calibration curve.

2.1.2.1 Importance and applicability in carbon and proton therapy treatment

The presented theoretical formulations (Bichsel, Janni and ICRU) and
the general formulation of the RSP (Schneider) only consider the elec-
tronic stopping power of a charged particle. For the same β, i.e., energy
per nucleon, the corrections presented by the different formulations of
stopping power can be considered to be independent of the ion species,
i.e., the RSP values for both carbons and protons are the same for the
same energies per nucleon. This is because the introduced corrections
do not depend on the charged particle, depending only on the target,
such is the case of the shell corrections. Bloch and Barkas corrections
depend on the charged particle type. Bloch correction depends on z2

while Barkas correction on z [WW02]. However, for treatment energies
their effect can be approximately considered the same for both carbons
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and protons. In fact, in clinical environment the RSP of carbons and
protons are considered the same given the same initial energy per nu-
cleon [WWK+15,MSSM10]. Therefore, since the I-value is independent
of the particle’s type, the results and conclusions derived previously in
this section are applicable to both carbons and protons HU-RSP calibra-
tion curves.

Therefore, the proposed method should be implemented in clinical
practice in order to reduce both proton and carbon range errors due
to non-specific I-value in the determination of the HU-RSP calibration
curve.

2.1.3 Conclusion

In this section, it was shown that there are different formulas to compute
the SP of a charged particle and therefore different ways to determine the
RSPs. Three theoretical SP formulations were presented, each with their
own set of I-values. The RSP of Gammex inserts were computed using
the different formulas and compared with their experimental values. Re-
sults showed that method with the lowest mean error was obtained for the
Bichsel formulation. Using the Schneider method to compute the RSPs
and the I-values from the different sources, the RSPs were also compared
to the experimental values, being the average errors greater. Using the
Schneider approximation, the ICRU elemental I-values were optimized
until the theoretical tissue substitute RSP values matched measurements
(mean error reduced from -0.53% to +0.11%).

The impact of not using these optimized elemental I-values was as-
sessed by calculating the RSP of 72 human tissues with the Bichsel, Janni
and ICRU elemental I-values. Results showed that without the optimiza-
tion, mean errors would be up to -1.7%/+1.1%/-0.4% for Bichsel/Jan-
ni/ICRU respectively. The presented results suggest that experimental
measurements of the tissue insert RSPs should be performed in order to
obtain a list of optimized elemental I-values which will be used to com-
pute the theoretical RSPs of other tissues.
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2.2 Developing a phenomenological model for charged par-
ticle trajectories.

As mentioned in section 1.2.1.2, charged particles suffer MCS leading to
uncertainties in predicting their path. This effect is expected to be mainly
seen in protons than in carbons since these are heavier and faster (for the
same range), suffering less scattering (equation 1.3). The classic X-ray
CT reconstruction algorithms assume SLP, however due to MCS, this is
not valid in charged particle imaging and such assumptions can lead to
images with poor spatial resolution [SP94].

To tackle the MCS effect, different proton path estimates have been
proposed. The MLP was first introduced by Schneider and Pedroni
[SP94] and derivations of it have been proposed [Wil04a, SPTS08]. The
MLP is a statistical approach which uses the incident charged particle en-
trance and exit coordinates/angles to derive an approximation of the real
trajectory. These studies showed that the MLP is the most accurate path
estimate, however, it requires certain amount of computational effort,
slowing down reconstruction algorithms. Thus, CSP was introduced,
providing reasonably good estimates of the proton path [LLS+06].

In Wang et al. [WDA11], the SLP, MLP and CSP were compared for
dosimetric pre-treatment verifications. The obtained results showed that
the CSP could be used for proton path estimation since it is mathemat-
ically simpler than the MLP. The CSP requires knowledge of both the
entrance and exit positions (X0, X1) and direction vectors (P0, P1). The
magnitude of the direction vector is of great importance in CSP as multi-
ple trajectories may cross the same entrance and exit position vectors as
it is shown in Figure 2.3.

In Fekete et al [FCDD+15b], it was derived a new formulation of the
CSP, which included a phenomenological model of the direction vectors
magnitudes.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of cubic spline paths with the same entrance and
exit positions (X0,1) and direction vectors (P0,1) but with different magnitude of the
direction vectors (P0,1). Figure adapted from [FCDD+15b].

2.2.1 Materials and methods

Three homogeneous phantoms (LN-300 lung, Water and CB2-50% CaCO3

[Wat99]) with varying WET(10-30cm) were considered. Protons with
initial energies of 180-330MeV were propagated through the phantoms.
For each simulation 105 particles were used. The position of each par-
ticle crossing the phantom was recorded at 200 equally spaced, as well
as the entrance and exit direction vectors. The simulations were per-
formed using Geant4 [AAA+03] simulation code (v.4.9.p02). Standard
processes include energy loss and straggling, multiple coulomb scatter-
ing using the model from Urban [Urb06] and elastic/inelastic ion inter-
actions from Geant4 ion dedicated packages [LIK10].

2.2.1.1 Cubic spline path

Using the particle’s entrance and exit positions vectors (X0, X1) as well
as the entrance and exit directions vectors (P0, P1), the CSP of a charged
particle (S(t)) can be modeled as:

S(t) = (2t3−3t2+1)X0+(t3−2t2+t)P0+(−2t3+3t2)X1+(t3−t2)P1

(2.7)
S(t) represents the position vector (Xt, Yt, Zt); the parameter t ∈ [0, 1]
represents the fraction of the distance traveled by the particle over the
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total distance.

A charged particle’s path divergence from a SLP increases with the
transversed WET [Wil04b]. Also, more energetic particles deflect less.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of the direction
vectors is a function of incident energy and crossed WET.

The incident energy can be expressed in terms of range, so that the
magnitude of the direction vector is dimensionless. The range of a charged
particle in water can be expressed by the Water Equivalent Path Length
(WEPL), which can be defined as:

WEPL(Ei) =

∫ Ei

0

(
dE

dx

)−1
dE (2.8)

Where Ei is the particle’s initial energy and dE/dx the particle’s stop-
ping power in water. The WET of a particle is the water equivalent thick-
ness a particle crossed, so this can be computed from equation 2.8, but
instead of the integral being between 0 and Ei it is between Ef and Ei,
where Ef is the energy the particle after crossing the phantom.

In the work by Fekete et al. [FCDD+15b] it is proposed a represen-
tation of the direction vector magnitude which minimizes the CSP Root
Mean Square (RMS) deviation for all paths:

P0 = P̂0 · Λ0 · |X1 −X0|
P1 = P̂1 · Λ1 · |X1 −X0|

(2.9)

With Λ0,1 being a function that depends on both WEPL and WET.
Λ values were found by simulating proton CSP over a range of possi-
ble values. The optimal Λopt value is the one that minimizes the RMS
deviation between the CSP and the MC proton path.

2.2.2 Results and Discussion

An optimal CSP was sought that minimized RMS deviation with a MC
simulated proton path. To do so, two Λ factors were introduced into
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equation 2.9 for adjustment of the magnitude of the direction vectors.
The optimal Λopt were found by simulating different CSP over a range
of possible values. The optimal values were the one that minimized the
RMS deviation between the CSP and the MC path.

2.2.2.1 Cubic spline path fit to the proton path and generalization of the Λopt

model

Figure 2.4 shows the Λopt
0,1 values that minimized the difference between

the CSP and the MC path. Different WET/WEPL were considered as
well as different materials. All the results converged on the same curve.

A quadratic law (Λopt
0,1 = A+B(WET/WEPL)2) withA = [1.01, 0.99]

and B = [0.43,−0.46] was used as the best fit to the obtained data. The
shaded area (blue/red) shows the uncertainty envelope.

Figure 2.4: The Λopt factor that minimizes the RMS deviation as a function of the
WET/WEPL ratio. The shaded area represents the standard deviation between the
fit (line) and the experimental data. Blue represents the values for Λ1 and black/red
the values for Λ0. Image adapted from [FCDD+15b].

Using the Λopt
0,1 the RMS deviations between the MC proton path and

their estimated CSP were calculated for 105 events, results are shown in
Figure 2.5.

In Fekete et al. [FCDD+15b], the CSP with optimized Λopt
0,1 was com-

pared with the MLP. Results showed that the MLP required longer com-
putation times than the CSP and that the CSP with Λopt

0,1 provided the
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Figure 2.5: RMS difference for the different path formulations. The CSP was calcu-
lated using the optimal Λ. The reference is the MC path over a 20cm water tank.
105 protons (Ei=200MeV) have been considered in the RMS computation. Image
adapted from [FCDD+15b].

best compromise between an accurate estimate of proton trajectories and
reasonable calculation time.

2.2.2.2 Phenomenological formulation applied to carbon paths

Carbons CSP trajectories were compared with SLP and MC trajectories.
To do so, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were used to propagate 105 car-
bons (500MeV/u) through a 30cm water tank.

The Λopt
0,1 derived by Fekete et al. [FCDD+15b] and previously ex-

plained were used in the CSP calculation:

Λ0 = 1.01 + 0.43

(
WET

WEPL

)2

Λ1 = 0.99− 0.46

(
WET

WEPL

)2 (2.10)

Results for the RMS deviation and path representation are shown in
Figure 2.6. As one can see by Figure 2.6-right, carbon RMS deviations
are smaller than proton RMS deviations (Figure 2.5). The reason for
such behavior is related with the fact that more energetic carbons were
used and they are heavier particles. Consequently, the MCS is smaller
for carbons than for protons.
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Figure 2.6: The left figure displays the various carbon path estimates (SLP,CSP with
Λopt and MC). On the right it is shown the mean RMS difference between the carbon
paths and MC paths. 105 carbons with Ei=500MeV/u were propagated through a
30cm water tank.

The CSP with Λopt reduced the RMS deviation from the SLP to about
half. Nonetheless, the SLP path provides a reasonable approximation.
The SLP RMS deviation for carbons was in the order of the CSP RMS
deviation of protons (Figure 2.5). This reason contributes for the use of
range detectors in carbon imaging, where no knowledge of the particle’s
position and direction are necessary. However, as shown the CSP with
Λopt does improve carbon path accuracy and therefore should be used if
the entrance and exit positions/directions are available.

2.2.3 Conclusion

The CSP proton trajectories were optimized by minimizing the RMS
deviation between those reconstructed trajectories and a MC trajectory.
Optimal Λ values for the direction vector magnitude were derived which
minimized the RMS deviation. The Λopt that minimized the RMS devi-
ation were parameterized as a power law function which depends on the
WEPL/WET. Carbon trajectories were simulated through a 30cm water
tank. CSP with Λopt and SLP were reconstructed and compared with the
MC paths. CSP was able to reduce the RMS deviation to about half of
the SLP. This optimization approach offers the potential for a better esti-
mate of charged particles paths, leading to future better spatial resolution
for charged particle radiography and CT.
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CHAPTER3
Edge detection using multiple peak

detection with a range detector

As briefly mentioned in section 1.5, a source of range uncertainties comes
from the organ motion and patient heterogeneity. Carbon beam therapy
range precision is extremely sensitive to tissue density variations. These
are further emphasized in the lung due to the high density difference be-
tween tumor and lung tissue. Therefore, lung tumor shifts/shrinkage can
lead to high dose deposition on Organ at Risk (OAR)s. It is crucial to
have correct knowledge of tumor edges for accurate dose delivery.

At the presence of high density interfaces, carbons from the same
beam will cross different materials leading to multiple BP in the detector.
The purpose of this chapter is to attempt to obtain tumor edge detection
using information from these BPs.

The work here presented is based on the results and contribution made
to the following work:

• Investigation of tumor edge detection using multiple Bragg peak
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detection in carbon therapy, Marta F. Dias, Charles-Antoine Collins-
Fekete, Guido Baroni, Marco Riboldi, Joao Seco. Submitted to
Medical Physics, 2016 [DFB+16b];

• PO-0822: Tumor margin estimation by multiple Bragg peak
detection in carbon ion therapy, M.F. Ferraz Dias, C.A. Collins
Fekete, G. Baroni, J. Seco, M. Riboldi. Radiotherapy and Oncol-
ogy, 2016 [DFB+16a];

• SU-F-J-204: Carbon Digitally Reconstructed Radiography (CDRR):
A GPU Based Tool for Fast and Versatile carbon imaging Sim-
ulation, M F Dias, J Seco, G Baroni and M Riboldi. Med. Phys.
2016, [DSBR16].

3.1 Multiple Bragg peak detection due to human heterogene-
ity

Carbons are very sensitive to tissue density variations, which is fur-
ther accentuated within the lung region due to the high density differ-
ence between tumor and lung tissue. As documented by Mori et al.
[MZK13, MDS+14], tumor shifts/ shrinkage can lead to geographical
miss and/or high dose deposition on OARs.

Different approaches have been considered in order to account for
these effects and to increase the accuracy in treatment planning [MZK13].
One of these approaches, as it is explained in section 1.6.2, is carbon
imaging, since it offers a direct way to obtain information about the
carbon beam behavior during treatment and a low dose image that can
be used for patient and target positioning [RBG+13, TJM12, MNA+07,
ASF12, HBSS14, DS13].

Recent detectors [RBG+13, ASF12] have been developed with the
aim to reproduce carbon radiography (c-rad)/CT through measurement
of the BP position produced in a range detector, after these cross the
material to be imaged (section 1.6.2). Different image reconstruction
methods using the BP position extracted from range detectors have been
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3.1. Multiple Bragg peak detection due to human heterogeneity

documented [RBJ+14, KTB+15]. However, they require the irradiation
of the patient over different positions/angles causing a high dose deliv-
ery, long acquisition/reconstruction times. Moreover, carbon imaging is
limited by the accelerator maximum energies, i.e., it is not possible to
produce carbon beams energetic enough to cross certain body regions.

The BP position can be translated into WET through a calibration
process (see Rinaldi et al. [RBG+13] for further details). The WET can
also be computed as the integral of the materials RSP along carbons path,
l [FCDD+15b]:

WET =

∫
l

RSP∂l (3.1)

As it was mention in section 1.6.1, through the RSP value one can
compute the beam energy to position the BP within the tumor delin-
eation. The current clinical approach to obtain information about car-
bons RSP, is to use the HU-RSP calibration curve (section 1.6.1), which
induce range errors (section 1.5).

In a clinical environment, one has to deal with a Gaussian-like pencil
beam. Since the human body is heterogeneous, carbons from the same
incident beam traverse various materials, causing range dilution effects.
In the case of high contrast interfaces along the beam path, multiple BPs
and/or range dilution may occur, contributing for errors in the computa-
tion of the WET.

The main purpose of this work was to attempt to obtain information of
tumor/target (gross tumor volume) edges position using a reduced num-
ber of irradiation beams. To do so, a theoretical model is proposed which
allows through a single irradiation beam close to the interface to deter-
mine the distance between the edge and the beam lateral position. When
more than two BP are detected, the interface is scanned to retrieve the
interface/edge position. X-ray CT prior-knowledge is required in the
later case to determine the relevant BPs that describe the interface. MC
and ray tracing simulations were performed to validate the proposed ap-
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proach.

3.2 Materials and Methods

A theoretical formula was derived which outputs the distance between
the beam lateral position and a edge/interface when two clearly distin-
guished BPs are detected.

3.2.1 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks

3.2.1.1 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks: theoretical formulation

To derive an initial theoretical formulation, let one first assume that there
is only one interface parallel to the beam direction given by two differ-
ent homogeneous materials (Figure 3.1a - a water tank with a CB2-50%
CaCO3 [Wat99] rectangular insert). This interface is then irradiated with
carbon beams with various Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM). Car-
bons paths (represented in green and blue) will either cross the water
medium (green carbons) or the bone (blue carbons).

A range detector (Figure 3.1b), located at the end of the phantom
records the energy deposition of the carbons after these have crossed the
phantom. Two BPs are detected (Figure 3.1b, red line): one correspond-
ing to carbons that crossed the insert (shallower BP at depth R2) and the
other to carbons that crossed only water (deeper BP at depth R1). The
intensity difference between the two BPs can be computed as:

∆I =
∂E(R2)− ∂E(R1)

∂E(R1)
(3.2)

Where ∂E(R2) and ∂E(R1) are the BPs intensity at depth R2 and
R1, respectively (Figure 3.1b). The relationship between the intensity of
these two BPs can be analytically modeled. Assuming a mono-energetic
(initial energyE1(0) ) carbon beam impinging on a homogeneous medium
such as a water tank, its depth-dose distribution will be similar to the one
represented by the green dashed in Figure 3.1b. The position of the BP
can be determined by the charged particle’s range (R1) which can be
computed by [BS96]:
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R1 = αE1(0)p (3.3)

With α and p being fitting parameters. The beam deposits energy
along its path between z = 0 and R1 in the medium. The remaining
energy E1(z) at an arbitrary depth z < R1 must be enough to travel the
distance R1 − z. Thus, according to equation 3.3:

R1 − z = αE1(z)p ⇔ E1(z) =

(
R1 − z
α

)1/p

(3.4)

The energy deposit along a particle path is determined by its deriva-
tive:

− ∂E1

∂z
=

(R− z)1/p−1

pα1/p
(3.5)

This equation allows the computation of the dose/intensity delivered
at any point z < R1.

At the presence of an interface the total signal is given by the super-
imposition of two Bragg curves (Figure 3.1b), green and blue curves).
Let one consider the following assumptions:

1. The effect of multiple coulomb scattering can be neglected and car-
bons are assumed to travel straight trajectories.

2. The contribution of secondary particles after the Bragg Peak can be
considered null when compared to the peak contribution (no tails
due to secondaries).

3. The probability of losing carbons from the main beam is the same
in both materials.

4. The Bragg curve shape does not depend on the initial beam energy,
only its peak position depends on it.

5. The lateral beam distribution can be approximated to a Gaussian
function, and since scattering is negligible, this is assumed to be
valid at any depth along the phantom.
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6. The reference position is such that its origin is placed at the phan-
tom entrance and interface position. The scans are always per-
formed from the most dense (negative beam positions) to the least
dense material (positive beam positions).

Figure 3.1: Bone insert in a water phantom. The green area represents the least dense
carbon path, whilst the blue one represent the carbons crossing the densest material.
Figure b) shows the detected signal from irradiating the phantom. The total signal
is the summation of all Bragg curves. In blue the ones crossing below the edge and
green the ones above the edge, the dashed lines have been normalized to its max-
imum. Figure c) contains the theoretical ∆I which was computed using equation
3.9. The x-axis is the lateral distance between the beam and the edge (Y ). The gray
shaded area represents the most dense material, while the white are the least dense
material.

Figure 3.2 represents the beam’s distribution profile crossing the in-
terface. Consider N as the total number of carbons in a beam, W1 × N
the number of carbons crossing the least dense material and W2 × N
the most dense material (above and below the interface in Figure 3.1a,
green and red area respectively in Figure 3.2), logically it follows that
W1 × N + W2 × N = N ⇔ W1 + W2 = 1. Given these, the overall
intensity ∂E at depth z:

∂E

∂z
(z) = W1

∂E1

∂z
(z) +W2

∂E2

∂z
(z) (3.6)

From assumption 4, 2 and making z the position of the shallower peak
(R2) (Figure 3.1b) the following approximations can be made:
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∂E2

∂z
(R2) =

∂E1

∂z
(R1)

∂E

∂z
(R1) =

∂E1

∂z
(R1)

(3.7)

Rewriting equation 3.6 and dropping the term ∂z:

∂E(R2) = W1[∂E1(R2) + (W−1 − 1)∂E1(R1)] (3.8)

So, taking all of these equations and considerations into account, and
makingR1−R2 = ∆WET , which represents the water equivalent thick-
ness difference between the two materials, the equation 3.2 can be re-
written as:

∆I = λ1−1/p∆WET 1/p−1 + (W−1
1 − 2) (3.9)

Where λ represents the minimum distance when z is at the BP position,
i.e. when equation 3.5 reaches its maximum.

λ and p depend on the incident beam, and can be determined through
a calibration procedure which will be later explained;W1 as mentioned is
the percentage of carbons crossing the least dense material. This depends
on the beam position and can be obtained by the integral of the Gaussian
distribution from −∞ to the edge position in relation to the beam, as it
is represented in Figure 3.2:

W1 =
1− erf

(
Y
σ
√
2

)
2

(3.10)

Making Y positive if the beam propagation axis is placed in the least
dense medium and negative when place in the most dense material, from
equation 3.10, it is possible to compute the lateral distance between the
beam propagation axis and the edge, Y :

Y =
√

2σerf−1(2W1 − 1) (3.11)
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erf and erf−1 are respectively the error function and its inverse. W1

can be obtained from the measured signal through equation 3.9.

Edge position in relation to beam propagation axis

Least dense

Beam's profile Beam's profile

Y
Y

Most dense

Edge

Least dense
Most dense

-1-2-3 0 1 2 3

Edge

-1-2-3 0 1 2 3

Beam propagation axis Beam propagation axis

Edge position in relation to beam propagation axis

Figure 3.2: Representation of interface shifts. From treatment planning the origin of
the referential is positioned at the interface, however, this has shifted 1mm to the
left and right respectively on the time of treatment delivery.

Figure 3.1c shows the expected ∆I as a function of the distance from
the beam derived from the theoretical formulations (equation 3.9), for a
∆WET = 2cm, a λ = 0.20 and p = 1.37.

3.2.1.2 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks: Validation through Monte-
Carlo simulations

Two phantoms were considered. The first one is water tank with a rectan-
gular bone insert (CB2-50% CaCO3) for initial measurements. The insert
is placed at the middle of a water tank and is irradiated for different beam
lateral positions (y = [-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3]mm). The second phantom is a
semi-cylindrical bone insert (radius = 2cm) to reproduce range dilution
effects.

A water tank (10× 10× 20 cm) was placed at the exit of the phantom
in order to simulate a range detector. The deposit energy was measured
every 0.4mm along the beam propagation axis. The generated signal was
analyzed and the BPs intensity and ∆WET were obtained to retrieve the
beam lateral distance to the edge position. This distance was compared
to the real known position of the edge.
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All MC simulations were performed using Geant4 [AAA+03] sim-
ulation code (v4.9.6.p02). Standard processes include energy loss and
straggling, MCS using the model from [Urb06] and elastic/inelastic ion
interactions from Geant4 ion dedicated packages [LIK10]. 400 MeV/u
carbon (C12) beams were used (n=106 ) and three different FWHM were
considered, 4mm, 8mm and 10mm.

3.2.1.3 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks: Calibration curve and limita-
tions

Equation 3.9 requires the knowledge of λ and p which need to be de-
termined through a calibration procedure. First, the phantom with the
rectangular insert was irradiated with the beam centered at the edge po-
sition (x = y = 0), for different thicknesses (along the z-axis) of bone
inserts. Since the beam lateral position was aligned with the edge, the
term W1− 2 disappears from equation 3.9. Without this term, ∆I can be
computed by changing ∆WET . λ and p can then be inferred from a fit
applied to the obtained values.

The detection of two BPs in the measured signal is limited by two
factors, the detector depth spatial resolution and the width of the different
BPs. To retrieve the minimum distance for two BPs to be separable, the
insert width was reduced until they both collapsed into a single BP.

3.2.2 Edge detection through multiple Bragg peaks

3.2.2.1 Edge detection through multiple Bragg peaks: clinical environment and
scanning edge

The theoretical formulation has two main limitations. First, it requires
a calibration procedure to determine λ and p. Second, the model only
works when two sharp BPs are detected. More than two BPs can be
detected due to the human body heterogeneity and more than one inter-
face/edge can be present along the beam propagation axis (Figure 3.3).
In a clinical scenario, it is necessary to identify the two relevant BPs that
describe the sharp edge to parameterize the theoretical ∆I − ∆WET
curve (equation 3.9). To perform this identification, X-ray CT prior-
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knowledge is used.
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the scanning edge method. Figure a) shows a phantom
with multiple high contrast interfaces. The relevant edge is at y=0mm. Figure b)
shows the detected signal (red signal) from irradiating the phantom a). The green
dose deposition curve is the expected signal for a beam FWHM=0mm positioned at
y=1mm. The blue curve for a beam positioned at y=0mm. c) contains an expected
∆I −∆WET curve. Y gives an approximation of the interface position.

The treatment planning CT can be used to reproduce the expected
Bragg signal in a range detector. The HU are converted into RSP us-
ing a calibration curve (section 1.6.1). Knowing the beam position, the
calibration curve, and assuming straight paths, one can compute the ex-
pected Bragg curve. To do so, one can re-write equation 3.1 in a discrete
way, where the WET crossed by each carbon from the beam, i is:

WETi =
∑

aijRSPj (3.12)

with aij being the length crossed by carbon i in the voxel, j with RSPj
(Figure 3.4).

The WET can be converted into a Bragg curve as it will be explained
later explained.

For a FWHM> 0 (clinical beam), as previously mentioned, carbons
from the same beam cross different materials. The detected signal is the
sum of all these Bragg curves of given by each individual carbon. This
effect is represented in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5.
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RSP2 RSP3
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Figure 3.4: Representation of a carbon straight path (green dashed line) crossing vox-
els from a CT. Each voxel has a RSP value and a1,5 is the crossed length in the voxel
j = 5 by the 1st-carbon.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of a 2D-Gaussian beam impinging on a 3D vol-
ume. Each carbon from the beam will cross different structures leading to multiple
Bragg curves being detected. The final signal detected is the sum of all these curves.
Each curve will have a weight to the final signal that can be determined by the ini-
tial 2-D Gaussian distribution of the incident beam. The blue arrow represents the
beam’s direction.
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3.2.2.2 Edge detection through multiple Bragg peaks: Validation with ray-tracing

In order to simulate a clinical environment a real lung CT was consid-
ered. 5×104 carbons (FWHM=4mm) were propagated along the CT
voxels and the WET of each individual carbon was computed to do this
a Carbon Digitally Reconstructed Radiography (CDRR) tool was devel-
oped. The lung CT patient data were obtained from the The Cancer
Imaging Archive [CVS+13].

3.2.3 Carbon digitally reconstructed radiography (CDRR): A GPU
based guided user interface.

A python interface tool was created in order to simulate the signal gen-
erated in a range detector after carbons crossed a CT volume. In Figure
3.6 it is shown a schematic representation of how the exit signal after
carbons cross a CT is computed.

The HU-RSP calibration curve is used to convert the HU values from
a CT or 4DCT into RSP. With Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) based
ray-tracing algorithm carbons from an incident beam with a given en-
ergy and FWHM are propagated through the CT and the WET crossed
or the energy lost computed.

The exit signal can be represented in three different ways: as a range
map; an energy map or a Bragg peak spectrum. The range map contains
the distribution of the WET values of each carbon that has crossed the
CT. This can be determined from equation 3.12.

The energy map shows the energy carbons exit the CT, Eout
i , this can

be approximated to:

Eout
i = Ein

i −
∑

SPj × aij (3.13)

Ein
i is the incident energy of each ith-carbon and SPj is the stopping

power, i.e., the energy lost in the voxel j. The SPj can be computed
from the RSP value of each voxel. As previously mentioned, the RSP of
a material is the ratio of its SP over the SP of water. The SP of water
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for carbons was obtained from Geant4. The exit energy is basically the
incident energy minus the sum of the energy lost in each voxel a carbon
has crossed.

The BP spectrum detector, which basically simulates the response
of range detector, is obtained by the sum of each depth-dose curve of
each individual carbon from the beam (Figure 3.5). In order to simu-
late the different depth-dose curves, a Bragg curve was obtained through
MC simulation. A carbon beam with a range of 30cm was propagated
through a water tank. If a slab of material is placed in from of the de-
tector, the Bragg peak position is shifted from the reference. This shift
gives the crossed WET as it is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of how the CDRR tool works. First the user
needs to insert the input variables. These are the CT/4DCT image, the calibration
curve and the beam parameters: FWHM, number of rays, number of parallel beams
and distance between the beams. The user will need to select the beam direction
and slice to be crossed. A ray tracing algorithm will be run and from the calibration
curve the WET crossed by each carbon in the beam computed. The WET is then
converted into: range; energy and/or Bragg curve spectrum.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks

This section presents the results for the first two phantoms, i.e. the rect-
angular insert and the semi-cylindrical insert. First the calibration curve
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20 WET

No absorber (reference)
20cm WET slab 

10 30

Figure 3.7: How the range detector is simulated by shifting a reference peak, which
was obtained without an absorber material in from of the detector (water tank). The
distance between the reference peak location and the measured one is the WET of
the crossed material placed in front of the detector.

and its parameters (λ and p) were computed following the procedure in
section 3.2.1. Then, the distance between the irradiation beam and the
edge using the theoretical model was computed for each phantom.

3.3.1.1 Edge detection through multiple Bragg peaks: obtaining the calibration
curve

As expected, two BPs were detected on the range detector after crossing
the high contrast interface (Figure 3.8a). In Section 3.2.1, an expres-
sion was derived which allows the computation of the lateral distance
between the beam propagation axis and the edge (equation 3.11).

Figure 3.8b shows the obtained results for the calibration curve. The
data was fitted using the power relationship in equation 3.9 to compute
λ and p. For smaller ∆WET , it becomes more difficult to determine the
exact relationship between the two BPs. This can be visualized in Figure
3.8a, where the two BPs started to collapse into one.

To minimize this effect a threshold of ∆WET=3mm was chosen as
a conservative minimum difference between two BPs to be separable.
Although BP identification is affected by the detector range resolution,
Rinaldi et al. [RBJ+14] have shown a potential resolution of 0.8mm,
which is below the limit imposed by range dilution (3mm).
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Figure 3.8: Figure a) obtained signal after irradiating the phantom with the rectangu-
lar insert with thickness of 0.55,0.60,0.70,0.80,0.90cm. The ∆WET was obtained
by the difference between the two BPs position. Figure b) calibration curve: inten-
sity difference, ∆I , as a function of ∆WET . The data was obtained by placing the
incident beam aligned with the interface and by changing the insert thickness.

3.3.1.2 Edge detection through two Bragg peaks: theoretical formulation

For the two different initial phantoms (2cm rectangular bone insert and
2cm radius semi-cylindrical), the BP intensities (equation 3.9) were mea-
sured at different lateral irradiation positions (y = [-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,
3]mm), ∆WET and ∆I were computed.

Figure 3.9 shows the obtained signal for different beam FWHM (4,8,10mm)
and beam lateral positions on the semi-cylindrical insert phantom. The
distance between the beam and the edge (Y in Figure 3.1a) was com-
puted for the different irradiation beam positions (equation 3.11). The
results are presented in Table 3.1 and 3.2 for the rectangular and semi-
cylindrical phantoms respectively. The lateral distance is the distance
between the irradiation beam and the edge position which is known from
parametric definition of the phantom. The uncertainty was computed by
taking into account a 2% variation in the fitting parameters λ and p to
evaluate the robustness.

As mentioned before, the theoretical formulation requires a calibra-
tion procedure and only accounts for the detection of two BPs. A good
approximation to determine the edge position is by scanning the interface
to obtain the ∆I−∆WET curve. Figure 3.10 shows ∆I as a function of
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Table 3.1: Distance between the beam position and interface using equation 3.9. The
standard deviations were computing using a 2% variation on λ and p. The negative
sign means that the beam is inside of the densest material of the interface. These
data was computed for the phantom with the rectangular insert.

Lateral distance (mm) FWHM = 4mm FWHM = 8mm FWHM = 10mm
Y(mm) Y(mm) Y(mm)

-3 -2.35 ±0.001 -3.00±0.01 -2.67±0.01
-2 -1.70±0.003 -2.08±0.01 -1.96±0.02
-1 -0.93±0.010 -1.20±0.02 -1.13±0.03
0 -0.11±0.020 -0.34±0.03 -0.32±0.04
1 0.61±0.030 0.59±0.05 0.56±0.05
2 1.15±0.050 1.38±0.07 1.10±0.07
3 - 2.06±0.09 1.86±0.09

Table 3.2: Distance between the beam position and interface using equation 3.9. The
standard deviations were computing using a 2% variation on λ and p. The negative
sign means that the beam is inside of the densest material of the interface. These
data was computed for the phantom with the semi-cylindrical insert.

Lateral distance (mm) FWHM = 4mm FWHM = 8mm FWHM = 10mm
Y(mm) Y(mm) Y(mm)

-3 -2.04±0.001 -3.34±0.16 -3.96±0.18
-2 -1.21±0.01 -2.78±0.12 -2.90±0.13
-1 -0.38±0.013 -1.66±0.06 -1.94±0.09
0 0.47±0.03 -0.89±0.06 -1.13±0.07
1 1.24±0.05 0.02±0.04 -0.25±0.03
2 1.84±0.09 0.88±0.02 0.73±0.03
3 - 1.76±0.02 1.63±0.02

the beam position for both phantoms, for the rectangular insert (left) and
the semi-cylindrical insert (right). The theoretical equation that predicts
the ∆I−∆WET curve (equation 3.9, Figure 3.1c) has a power function
dependency. For this reason, in the clinical scenario where no analytic
solution can be found, it is assumed the following fitting function:

∆I = A∆WETBy − 1 (3.14)

A and B are the fitting parameters. Equation 3.14 fit was applied to
the data and offered a high regression coefficient (R2 >0.9) and describes
the ∆I − ∆WET curve. The interface position can be approximately
assumed to be positioned at ∆I = 0.
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Figure 3.9: Obtained Bragg curves from irradiating the phantom with the
semi-cylindrical insert with different FWHM and beam positions. Figure a)
FWHM=4mm, Figure b) FWHM=8mm, Figure c) FWHM=10mm.
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3.3.2 Edge detection through multiple Bragg peaks: clinical envi-
ronment and scanning edge

A ray tracing method with Gaussian carbon beams (FWHM=4mm) was
used to simulate a range detector signal. Data from a lung tumor CT was
used and two beam directions selected to represent the high-gradient in-
terface (Figure 3.11a, Beam1 and Beam2). A scanning of the interface
was performed for y = [-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3]mm for the two beam directions.

The reference BPs positions were computed at beam lateral positions
y = [0,+1]mm (Figure 3.11a-right dashed curves). The respective Bragg
curves were obtained (Figure 3.11b) and the ∆I was computed as a func-
tion of the beam lateral distance to the interface (Figure 3.12). The power
fit in equation 3.14 was applied to the measured intensities and the ∆I
= 0 extracted. From this point, the interface position was calculated and
compared to the known position from the CT.
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Figure 3.11: Figure a) Slice from a CT of a lung adenocarcinoma. The colored lines
represent the different beam directions/scanning positions. Two different directions
are considered: Beam1 and Beam2 . The spacing between each scanning posi-
tion is 1mm. Figure b) shows the detected signals for a FWHM=0 (dashed) and
FWHM=4mm (filled line) for the beam positions/directions shown in a).
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Figure 3.12: ∆I as a function of the beam positions for the lung CT case for two dif-
ferent beam direction (Figure 3.11a). The data was obtained using a FHWM=4mm.
The black dots represent ∆I=0.

3.3.3 Number of scanning positions necessary to retrieve edge de-
tection

In order to reduce the dose given to the patient, only two scanning posi-
tions were considered. For all the phantoms, the error between the real
edge position and the computed one from the power fit (equation 3.14,
by making ∆I = 0) were calculated. For robustness evaluation, mul-
tiple pairs of scanning points were used with different distance to each
other. Figure 3.13 shows the obtained errors as a function of the distance
between the selected scanning points.
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Figure 3.13: Absolute errors from the edge detection for all study cases. The inter-
face position was obtained using an exponential fit considering only two irradiation
spots. The x-axis shows the distance between the two irradiation positions. The
standard deviation of the errors comes from different pair of irradiation points near
the interface.
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3.3.4 Carbon digitally reconstructed radiography (CDRR): A GPU
based guided user interface

Figure 3.14 shows the CDRR tool interface layout. Written in red it is
explained what is the function of each area. The user is allowed to draw
the beam directions on the selected slice of the uploaded CT/4DCT. Per
beam direction, the user can select the number of parallel beams being
shot and the spacing between them (Figure 3.14, colored dashed lines
crossing the CT). Each beam has a 2D-Gaussian distribution. The GPU-
ray tracing method allows the computation of a range detector response
by considering that each individual carbon from the beam crosses differ-
ent materials (Figure 3.11).

By knowing the WET crossed it is possible to infer the required min-
imal energy necessary to cross the full patient so that a carbon image
can be built. This tool offers an easy and fast way to simulate carbon
imaging data without the need to use MC simulations. It can be used
for educational and for clinical purposes, allowing the user to test beam
energies and angles before real acquisition.

3.4 Discussion

A theoretical model was derived which provides the distance between the
irradiation beam lateral position and a high-gradient interface in a phan-
tom, using information from two BPs (equation 3.11). The model was
tested using two phantoms; one with a rectangular insert and the other
with a semi-cylindrical insert (Table 1 and 2). The theoretical prediction
of the interface position matched the real interface positions up to a max-
imum deviation of 0.9mm when using a Gaussian FWHM = 4mm. When
the interface was farther apart from the beam central position, it became
difficult to discriminate the two BPs in the measured signal beam and the
expected error was greater.

The semi-cylindrical insert simulated range dilution in the tumor. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the obtained signal for three different beam FWHM. The
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Figure 3.14: Interface layout of the CDRR tool. In red it is explained the different
functions of the tool.

shallower BP (i.e. from the carbons that cross the densest material) is
smeared and its depth position depends on the beam’s FWHM. This can
be easily explained by the insert geometry: broader the beam, thicker is
the insert along the beam’s path. The theoretical formulation (equation
3.11) was applied in these non-optimal conditions with results shown in
Table 2. These show that the range dilution effects induced by the semi-
cylindrical insert do not severely influence (accuracy<1mm) the theoret-
ical formulation.

The deviations between the real edge position and the ones extracted
from the derived model might come from different sources: the tail in the
Bragg curve due to nuclear reactions; MC noise; detector discretization
and range dilution effects. None of these was considered in the deriva-
tion of the theoretical model.

A limitation from equation 3.11 is that it requires a calibration pro-
cedure, working solely in the presence of a single interface, i.e. only
two detected BPs. Moreover, it only accounts for displacements along
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the y-axis. To overcome these limitations in clinical cases, the interface
was scanned and a power fit (equation 3.14) applied to the obtained data.

The power fit was first applied in the simple parametric phantoms.
The BP, ∆I and ∆WET were extracted from the detector output signal.
The ∆I −∆WET power fit (equation 3.14) was applied to the data and
a high regression coefficient was found (R2 >0.9). In clinical environ-
ment, the WET crossed is given by the most intense BP, considering this
and from the results in Figure 3.9, one can approximate the edge to be
positioned when ∆I = 0. For a beam with FWHM=4mm this approxi-
mations leads to an error smaller than 1mm (Figure 3.9).

The power-fit results obtained for the semi-cylindrical insert results
were more accurate than the rectangular insert. This can be explained by
the range dilution effect on the signal. Range diluted BPs are smeared,
decreasing their total intensity and leading to a decrease in ∆I . Conse-
quently, the beam ∆I at the interface is closer to be zero.

Next, the scanning method was applied to a clinical environment
where the edges of a lung tumor were scanned. Figure 3.11 shows that
more than two BPs were detected in the range detector. These come from
the irregular tumor shape and/or more than one high contrast interface,
such as bone structures or metastases along the carbon’s path. Prior-
knowledge is used to retrieve a first approximation of the expected BPs
positions. This is done by shooting a narrow single beam (FWHM = 0) at
two scanning positions around interface edges (Figure 3.11). The power
fit in equation 3.14 was applied to the measured intensities and the ∆I=0
point was computed. As in the previous results, the power fit provided
a good approximation to the data for both beam directions (Figure 3.12).

As means to reduce the dose delivered to the patient, only two scan-
ning positions were considered. The results showed that a 1mm sampling
of the scanning positions provided an accuracy with an error lower than
0.9mm (Figure 3.13). The use of only two scanning beams ensure that
the total dose to the patient is less than with any other techniques. A
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limitation of this method is that by making ∆I=0 at the interface it is
introduced a bias towards placing the edge at the least dense medium.
However, this bias is smaller than 1mm in all scenarios for a beam with
FWHM<=4mm.

The clinical section work is limited by the requirements of a X-ray CT
prior knowledge to identify the edge position. Furthermore, the minimal
resolution possible is restricted by the half of the FWHM. Per example,
a Gaussian beam with FWHM =4mm cannot detect an edge movement
greater than ±2mm since very few carbons cross either inside/outside
the interface, and the BP pair does not appear in the detected signal. The
disappearance of the BP pair indicates a sizable edge movement, which
could be used as a trigger for replanning.

From these results, one can conclude that when only two BPs are
detected it is possible to compute the edge position just by irradiating
within a FWHM/2 mm field around the interface. However, it requires
the computation of the beam parameters and it is not applicable for cases
in which more than two BPs are detected. On the other hand, scanning
the edge interface allows the determination of the tumor edge when using
two or more scanning beams with accuracy<1mm.

3.5 Conclusion

The irradiation of a high contrast interface leads to the detection of two
BPs in a carbon range detector. Each BP contains information about
the structures that were crossed. In this study it was derived a formu-
lation, based on the theoretical definition of a Gaussian beam and the
dose deposition curve of carbons, to determine the position of an edge
with respect to the incident beam. It was showed that if the measured
signal has only two BPs, it is possible to determine the distance between
an edge and the irradiation beam with a single shot. When more than
two BPs are detected, the interface position can be determined by scan-
ning the edge at multiple scanning points (n ≤ 2). A ∆I − ∆WET
power fit is applied to the obtained data and the edge retrieved by mak-
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ing ∆I = 0. Both methods provided results with an error lower than
1mm. Prior-knowledge strategies are required for the identification of
the relevant BPs when more than two are detected. The technique seems
promising since it allows edge detection with a few irradiation beams
(two are sufficient), providing a low dose to the patient and does not
require image reconstruction methods. If performed during treatment it
offers a fast way to determine where edges are positioned and decreasing
OARs dose.

Future work should include testing the proposed methods with other
structures where high contrast interfaces are present and experimental
work, where range detector noise and resolution can influence the mod-
els.
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CHAPTER4
Charged particle radiography combined

with X-ray CT to determine
patient-specific calibration curve

As mentioned in section 1.6.1, in charged particle (carbon and proton)
therapy the range of the incident particle in the patient’s body is calcu-
lated using information from X-ray computed tomography (CT) leading
to range uncertainties up to 5%. The aim of this chapter was to evalu-
ate if these uncertainties can be reduced by combining charged particle
radiography with pre-treatment X-ray CT to determine a patient specific
calibration curve that converts Hounsfield units (HU) into carbon relative
stopping power (RSP).

The work here presented is based on the results and contribution made
to the following work:

• Helium radiography combined with X-ray CT to determine patient-
specific calibration curve for carbon cancer therapy, Marta F.
Dias, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, Lennart Volz, Guido Baroni,
Marco Riboldi, Joao Seco. Submitted to Physics in Medicine and
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Biology, 2016 [DFV+16].

• Improving carbon relative stopping power estimates for patients,
using daily carbon imaging with pre-treatment single or dual
energy CT, Marta F. Dias, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, David
C. Hansen, Guido Baroni, Marco Riboldi, Joao Seco. International
Workshop on Monte Carlo Techniques in Medical Physics, Quebec
City, 2014 [DFC+14].

• SU-E-J-83: Ion imaging to better estimate in-vivo relative stop-
ping powers using X-ray CT prior-knowledge information, Marta
F. Dias, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, Marco Riboldi, Paul Doolan,
David C. Hansen, Guido Baroni, Joao Seco. Medical Physics, 2014
[DFCR+14].

• SU-E-J-37: Combining proton radiography and X-ray CT in-
formation to better estimate relative stopping power in a clin-
ical environment, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, Marta F. Dias,
Paul Doolan, David C. Hansen, Luc Beaulieu, Joao Seco. Medical
Physics, 2014 [FCDD+14].

• On-line relative stopping power optimisation using multiple an-
gle proton radiography and SECT/DECT prior-knowledge in-
formation, Charles-Antoine Collins-Fekete, Marta F. Dias, David
C. Hansen, Luc Beaulieu, Joao Seco. International Workshop on
Monte Carlo Techniques in Medical Physics, Quebec City, 2014
[FDC+14].

4.1 Patient-specific calibration curve with combined X-ray
CT and charged particle radiography

The finite range of charged particles represents one of the main reasons
for their usage in cancer therapy. With precise range calculations, it is
theoretically possible to deliver precise dose distribution in the vicinity
of organs at risks such as the spine and brainstem [SKB+14]. However,
there still exists a large number of uncertainties affecting the range es-
timate inside the patient. In the clinical environment these uncertainties
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are accounted for by increasing the target margins up to 3.5%±1mm
[Pag12c]. Range uncertainties origin from various sources such as pa-
tient positioning, organ motion and beam fluctuations [KMS+14]. The
major uncertainty in treatment planning comes from the fact that the
beam range prediction is made using X-ray CT by converting the HU
from the X-ray treatment planning CT into RSP [SPL96b] (section 1.6.1).
As previously mentioned, the RSP of a material is defined as the ra-
tio of the materials stopping power to that of water and the main unit
used while computing charged particle range in a medium. The stop-
ping power of a material is given by the ionization energy loss along the
charged particle’s path. It can be divided into two components: the elec-
tronic stopping power and the nuclear stopping power. The electronic
stopping power can be computed by the Bethe-Bloch (equation 1.1 in
section 1.2.1. The nuclear stopping power is due to the elastic collisions
between the ion projectile and atoms from the target, larger the atomic
number of the incident particle, larger is the energy loss due to these col-
lisions. The range of a charged particle, i.e., the Bragg peak position is
only related to the electronic stopping power, however, the influence of
the nuclear stopping power at high energies is almost null.

Through the RSP value, it is possible to compute the beams range
which is necessary to position the Bragg Peak within the tumor contour.
The RSP is approximately constant in energy and insensitive to the ion
species (e.g. protons to carbons) given the same initial energy per nu-
cleon [WWK+15, MSSM10].

A widely used method to determine the HU-RSP curve is the stoichio-
metric approach (section 1.6.1) [SPL96b]. This uses experimentally ob-
tained RSP values for plastic materials and theoretical determined RSPs
for human biological tissues. The method relies on every patient having
the same chemical composition as determined by the theoretical values.
However, differences in age, sex, diet, or health state result in variability
of the chemical composition of tissues [YZP+12]. Therefore, the stoi-
chiometric calibration is not patient specific and range prediction errors
are expected. Yang et al. [YZP+12], showed that RSP uncertainties due
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to this calibration procedure can be up to 5%.

To tackle this problem, charged particle radiography/CT has been pro-
posed since it allows the computation of the RSP values without the need
of a HU-RSP calibration curve (section 1.6.2). If both the entrance (Ei)
and exit (Ef ) energy of the incident particle are known, the WET, i.e
the thickness of water that would cause the charged particle to lose the
same amount of energy as it would lose in the traversed medium, can be
computed by:

WET =

∫ Ei

Ef

(
dE

dx

)−1
dE (4.1)

Where dE
dx is the particle’s stopping power in water. Assuming the image

space is digitized and the particles path is known, equation 4.2 can be
written as:

WET =
∑

aijRSPj (4.2)

with aij being the length crossed by particle i in the voxel with RSPj
(Figure 4.1). The reconstruction of individual radiographic projections
allows for a 3D map of the patients RSP to be generated.

X-ray CT

aij→ intersection of the ithparticle with the j material

WETi

th

Figure 4.1: Representation of how the system matrix is computed. By tracking the
particle i along its path it is possible to calculate the total length crossed in each
material j in the X-ray CT. The WET is then computed using equation 4.2.

An important problem with carbon CT is the limited range of most
commercial charged particle accelerators. These typically accelerate car-
bons to a maximum initial energy of 430 MeV/u corresponding to a
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carbon range of less than 30cm in water. For larger patients and cer-
tain anatomical regions this is insufficient to completely cross the patient
from all angles. But for reconstruction without data artifacts, full angu-
lar coverage is necessary. Furthermore, carbons suffer a large amount of
nuclear interactions which lead to noisy data due to secondary particles
hitting the detector and an increased dose to the patient. Nuclear interac-
tions also greatly reduce the fluence of the incident beam. For instance,
the fluence of a carbon beam crossing 16cm of water is reduced by al-
most half [Cus11]. Using protons tackle the aforementioned problems,
however protons path reconstruction has larger errors leading to a reduc-
tion in spatial resolution quality [FVP+16]. Finally, charged particle CT
is both costly (technology requirements) and time consuming (acquisi-
tion and reconstruction times).

Schneider et al. [SPB+05] proposed an optimization method to pro-
duce a patient specific RSP map without the need to obtain a full charged
particle CT. The method consisted in combining the water equivalent
map of the fluence-based radiograph with a digitally reconstructed radio-
graph generated from the X-ray CT through a calibration curve. The op-
timization method consisted in minimizing the difference between these
two by modifying the calibration curve. Their work showed promising
results, with an improvement in the mean range prediction from 3.6 mm
to 0.4 mm for a dog patient. Doolan et al. [DTS+15] further pushed
this method, showing that a single proton radiography could be used to
generate a patient-specific calibration curve. However, they used a flu-
ence integrated detector which only allows a straight line as estimation
of the protons path. Both methods suffered from sensitivity to noise due
to poor information on protons whereabouts within the patient. In 2016,
Fekete et al. [FCBH+16] proposed an optimization method where the
problem was viewed as a penalized linear square problem. They used
single-event proton radiograph combined with the pre-treatment X-ray
CT and a convex-conic optimization algorithm in order to obtain a new
HU-RSP calibration curve. In their work, they considered cubic spline
trajectories to retrieve the most likely location of protons throughout the
patient. Their results demonstrated serious potential to increase the ac-
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curacy of present RSP estimates.

The purpose of this work was to extend the work initially done by
Fekete et al. [FCBH+16] to heavier ions and to evaluate the feasibil-
ity of using a α radiography (α-rad) to create a patient-specific calibra-
tion curve to compute carbon and proton range. Strategies for select-
ing a set of materials out of the composition of the phantom to be used
in the optimization algorithm were implemented and the impact of us-
ing multiple beam angles was also assessed. The optimization problem
considered daily charged particle radiography, combined with X-ray CT.
The obtained charged particle radiographies were obtained for protons,
carbons and α particles. The obtained results were compared in order
to assess which particle presents better results in the determination of
proton/carbon range. Monte Carlo (MC) simulated charged particle cal-
ibration curves was computed and used as gold-standard. To the best
of the authors knowledge, no work concerning patient-specific HU-RSP
calibration curve with α-rad and c-rad has been done before, as well as
determining which particle offers the best results.

4.2 Materials and Methods

MC simulations of 450 MeV/u proton, α and carbon particles were done
to produce radiographies of the Gammex RMI-467 phantom and of two
anthropomorphic phantoms (CIRS adult head and pediatric head). Each
phantom geometry was obtained from the respective X-ray CT. The im-
pact of using different methods to determine the ideal set of materials
to be used in the optimization of the calibration curve as well as the
number of angle projections to use in the optimizer were assessed. The
gold standard calibration curve was obtained by using equation 2.4 and
the stopping power tables from Geant4. For each material it was con-
sidered the mean value of the RSP for energies between 100MeV/u and
500MeV/u.

For each calibration curve produced in this study, a digitally recon-
structed WET radiograph was produced using a projection of the RSP
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along the beam direction. This allowed to estimate the impact of each
calibration curve on the particle’s range. Figure 4.2 shows the setup and
the profile of the WET crossed for the slice of the phantom that included
the densest material. The WET thickness difference with the reference
curve was the metric used to compare the different techniques.
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Figure 4.2: A digitally produced charged particle radiography was obtained in the
slice with the densest material. The initial projection direction is indicated by the
black arrows. The total WET crossed is computed using equation 4.2.

4.2.1 Monte Carlo simulations

Proton (p-rad), α-rad and carbon radiographies (c-rad) were generated
using the MC simulation code Geant4 [AAA+03] (v.4.10.2.p01). Stan-
dard processes included energy loss and straggling, multiple Coulomb
scattering using the model from [Urb06] and elastic/inelastic ion inter-
actions from Geant4 ion dedicated packages [LIK10]. The implemented
method considered a phantom placed in between two detectors which
record information about the particles energy, momentum and position
before and after crossing the object. No detector effects were consid-
ered.
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2×105 proton, carbon and α particles (Einit= 450 MeV/u) were prop-
agated through the phantoms. The phantom geometry was based on the
voxelized X-ray CT geometry acquired from the CT scans. In this study
three phantoms were considered. First the Gammex RMI-467 was stud-
ied as a rapid way of characterizing the method in a simple phantom with
few material present. For the Gammex phantom the X-ray CT was ob-
tained through the ImaSim software [LDV13].

The Gammex is a solid-water cylinder (radius of 16.5 cm) with 16
cylindrical inserts (radius of 1.4cm) of tissue equivalent plastic mate-
rial. Their chemical composition and density were taken from Landry et
al. [LSG13].

Both, the second and third phantom were anthropomorphic. The
CIRS pediatric head phantom was then studied to introduce complexity
in the geometry of the phantom while keeping the number of materi-
als relatively low. The CIRS pediatric head phantom is composed of 7
tissue-equivalent plastic materials. Finally, the CIRS adult head phantom
was used since it comes closest to a clinical scenario. The adult CIRS
head contains more than 3000 different HU values due to noise from the
X-ray CT. The X-ray CTs of both CIRS anthropomorphic phantom were
acquired through the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) X-ray CT
machine. The material composition of each anthropomorphic phantom
was extracted as described by Fekete et al. [FCBH+16].

From the X-ray CT, it is obtained the HU value of each voxel. This
can be converted into relative electron density (ρerel) and used to compute
the mass density (ρ) of a material which is necessary to create Geant4
material list. The mass density can be computed as follows:

ρ =
ρerelρ

waterNwater
g

Ng
→ Ng =

∑
i

N i
g = NA

∑
i

wiZi
Ai

(4.3)

where Ng is the number of electrons per unit volume, NA is the Avo-
gadro’s number Zi and Ai are the atomic number and atomic weight of
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Table 4.1: Chemical composition of the materials used as reference for the Monte
Carlo simulations [WW86, WWH87]. Materials for HU within the described range
are interpolated in between the closest defined materials.

Material Name HU H C N O Ca P I [eV] ρe ρ

Lung Deflated -741 10.4 10.6 3.1 75.7 0.0 0.2 74.54 0.258 0.26
Adipose Tissue 3 -98 11.6 68.3 0.2 19.9 0.0 0.0 63.06 0.933 0.93
Adipose Tissue 1 -55 11.2 51.9 1.3 35.6 0.0 0.0 66.14 0.970 0.97

Mean Male
soft tissue 5 10.5 25.6 2.7 60.2 0.0 0.2 72.3 1.016 1.02

Muscle Skeletal 1 40 10.2 17.3 3.6 68.7 0.0 0.2 73.69 1.040 1.05
Muscle Skeletal 2 43 10.3 14.4 3.4 71.6 0.0 0.2 74.03 1.043 1.05

Skin 1 72 10.1 25.2 4.6 59.9 0.0 0.1 72.25 1.0 84 1.09
Connective Tissue 100 9.5 21.0 6.3 63.1 0.0 0.0 73.79 1.103 1.12

Sternum 385 7.8 31.8 3.7 44.1 8.6 4.0 81.97 1.211 1.25
Humerus

Spherical Head 538 7.1 38.1 2.6 34.3 12.2 5.6 85.43 1.279 1.33
Femur Total Bone 688 6.3 33.4 2.9 36.3 14.4 6.6 90.24 1.355 1.43

Cranium 999 5.0 21.3 4.0 43.8 17.7 8.1 99.69 1.517 1.61
Cortical Bone 1524 3.4 15.6 4.2 43.8 22.6 10.4 111.63 1.781 1.92

the ith element and wi is its proportion by weight.

For each HU from the CT, an atomic composition was assigned. The
atomic composition of individual voxel was derived from the set of ma-
terials detailed in Table 4.1. These materials were used as pivot point for
defining HU materials. For voxels whose HU was between two pivots,
composite materials were assigned based on linear interpolation between
these pivots.

4.2.2 Determination of the patient specific calibration curve

The HU-RSP optimization problem can be formulated as a linear least
squares problem:

argminx||A~x−~b||22 (4.4)

The system matrix A is a n × m matrix which contains the length
crossed in material i by particle j - aij (Figure 4.1). ~x is am-dimensional
vector which contains the m RSP values which are connected to the m
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HU values of the X-ray CT. ~b is the projection data (ion radiography)
which represents the WET crossed by the i − th particle. ||.||22 is the
squared l2 norm. The WET values of the projection vector is obtained by
solving the integral in equation 4.1.

By solving Equation 4.4 a patient-specific mapping of RSP to HU
is obtained. To solve this optimization problem the linear least square
function of Python’s numpy package was used [com16]. The perfor-
mance of the optimization was assessed by computing the relative er-
ror
(
RSPopt−RSPref

RSPref

)
of each obtained RSP value (RSPopt) to the refer-

ence (RSPref ). The reference RSP values were acquired directly via the
Geant4 simulation (see section 4.2.1) through the Bethe-Bloch equation.
The absolute difference between the optimized RSP and the reference in
the WET crossed was also calculated. The optimization algorithm was
run 10 times on different radiography in order to determine the statistical
stability and variance of the solution.

4.2.3 Reconstructing the particles trajectory and computing the
system matrix

A precise knowledge of the particle whereabouts throughout the patient
is paramount to the presented technique, represented above in the sys-
tem matrix by the parameter aij. By tracking each particle along its path
through the X-ray CT, it is possible to retrieve information about the total
length crossed in each material. This is done using a hull-detection algo-
rithm and the optimized cubic spline path estimate, explained in chapter
2, section 2.2 [FCDD+15b]. The hull-detection algorithm seeks for an
approximate hull, so that the particle’s path is only computed inside of
that hull, i.e. the object of interest. To do so, since prior-knowledge is
available, i.e. the X-ray CT, the particle is projected using a straight path
to the hull entrance and retro-projected to the hull exit. The hull was
defined as the voxel whose HU values were superior to -995HU, i.e, soft
tissue.
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4.2.4 Chemical composition

The stoichiometric method assumes inaccurately that the chemical com-
position of tissues, represented by the materials in the calibration curve,
is constant among every patient. To validate the stability of this tech-
nique against such potential uncertainties, the chemical composition of
the materials was varied using definition from various databases. This
intends to represents inter-patient tissue variations. Precisely, the chem-
ical composition of brain tissue suggested by Laundry et al. [LSG13]
(Table 4.1) was altered in the pediatric head to the chemical composition
proposed by Watanabe et al. [Wat99]. Although the brain HU value is
identical, varying the tissue composition should leads to different RSP
values and the optimization method should result in different calibration
curves. A c-rad, α-rad and p-rad were obtained for both the initial and the
altered chemical compositions in the pediatric head and the optimization
method was applied in both cases.

4.2.5 Tissue segmentation

The heterogeneity of the human body and the intrinsic CT noise lead to
a large set of HUs and therefore RSPs. Optimizing a large number of
RSP values lead to a large and sparse system matrix (A) which causes
statistical, memory storage and time consuming problems. Therefore, it
is important to reduce the HU set of values present in the patient X-ray
CT to a smaller sample.

In this work three approaches were considered in order to reduce the
size of RSP values to be optimized. The first method uses the probability
density function of the HU values present in the X-ray CT. The process of
mapping a large set of values into a smaller one is generally irreversible
resulting in loss of information and therefore introduces distortion into
the new HU set that cannot be eliminated [Kul99]. However it can be
minimized: Consider a M -level quantizer, i.e, our HU sample will be
represented by M values. The most common distortion measure is given
by the mean squared error, hence, the distortion can be defined as :
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D = E[(x−Q(x))2] =

∫ ∞
−∞

(x−Q(x))2f(x)dx =
M∑
k=1

∫ bk

−bk
(x− yk)2f(x)dx

(4.5)

The quantizer Q is defined by Q(x) = yk, where yk are the new
sampled HU values for the k-th interval. f(x) represents the probability
density function of the HU in the X-ray CT. x represents the initial com-
plete set of HU. D is the mean squared error over every interval defined
by the boundaries bk. In order to obtain the [yk,bk] set that minimizes
the mean squared error D, the Powell minimization algorithm [Pow64]
was used with equation 4.5 as a cost function.

The second method uses the k-means cluster method from the Python
package sklearn [sld16]. The k-means cluster algorithm takes as input
the CT slice and M as the number of clusters, i.e the number of HU to
be optimized. The output is a set of M cluster centroids that is the set of
HU values to be optimized for in computing the calibration curve. All
points within a cluster are closer in distance to their centroid than they
are to any other centroid. This method was applied into the X-ray CT
slice that comprised the densest material.

For comparison, a third and final method was implemented simply
considering M evenly spaced values out of the HU set. Via each of the
implemented methods a new set of HU values was obtained. Thresholds
on the X-ray CT was applied taking into account the obtained set. The
limits of those thresholds are the mid points between two consecutive
HU values from the new set. The performance of the different segmenta-
tion methods was assessed by comparing the relative and absolute errors
in the obtained calibration curves. For most of this study, 30 HU/RSP
intervals were considered, representing about 1% of the total HU in the
CIRS head. The impact of using different numbers of RSP intervals was
assessed by using the clustering method with M = [10, 30, 150].
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For the tissue segmentation only α-rad was considered.

4.3 Results

All the obtained results present filtering, i.e, particles that were greatly
deflected were not considered in the optimization process. Filtering out
particles whose trajectories were greatly deflected ensures a better path
estimation, reducing errors. However, as drawback more particles have
to be considered and hence longer computation times.

4.3.1 Optimization accuracy on the Gammex RMI-467 phantom

A c-rad, α-rad and p-rad were obtained for the Gammex phantom. The
optimization method without segmentation (since the set of HU is small)
was applied to the measured data and the results are presented in Figure
4.3. The obtained calibration curves for all particles were compared with
the reference curve. The optimization method provided results with rel-
ative error under 2.6% for α, under 2.5% for carbon and under 1.7% for
proton over the whole HU range (middle graph in Figure 4.3). The ab-
solute mean relative errors over the whole HU range were, 0.41±0.48%,
0.55±0.71% and 1.08±0.71% for proton, α and carbon respectively.

For c-rad, the absolute error between the optimized WET and the ref-
erence WET was below 2.0 mm. If a p-rad was used as basis for the
optimization algorithm, this could be reduced to less than 0.5 mm (Fig-
ure 4.3, bottom). α-rad introduced an error under 1.5mm.

All, carbon, α and proton calibration curves presented larger errors in
the soft tissue area compared to the rest of the HU range. It is important
to state that even though the Gammex phantom is widely used to compute
clinical calibration curves, it does not represent a human-like case due
to its geometry and composition. The larger errors in the soft tissue
area can be explained by the fact that the Gammex phantom consists
of many materials. There is a strong possibility of redundancy when
determining the RSP from the optimization algorithm, which could be
possibly minimized by using multiple angle optimization as it will be
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Figure 4.3: Top: Optimized calibration curves obtained from proton, α (helium) and
carbon radiographies. The dashed red line is the MC reference calibration curves
for the Gammex phantom. Middle: Relative error between the MC reference and
the optimized curves. The dashed lines represents 1% error and the dotted line 0%
error. Bottom: Absolute error in WET crossed between the crossed WET calculated
via the MC reference curve and via the calibration curves obtained via p-rad, α-
and c-rad. The crossed WET is computed as shown in Figure 4.2.
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shown for the CIRS adult head.

4.3.2 Impact of the chemical composition variation on the opti-
mization accuracy using the CIRS pediatric head

The CIRS pediatric head calibration curves were all obtained using a
single angle projection. Although the material diversity is still small in
the CIRS pediatric head, the tissues are chosen to represents human-like
tissues and the geometry is closer to a clinical scenario. Radiographies
were obtained for proton, α and carbon and the optimization method was
used to compute the HU-RSP calibration curves as before. The results
are presented in Figure 4.4-a. The relative difference to the reference
calibration curve was below 2.1% for p-rad, 1.4% for the α-rad whereas
they were below 0.7% for the c-rad. The absolute mean relative differ-
ence was: 0.43±0.64 for protons, 0.29±0.44 and 0.40±0.19 for carbons.
The absolute error in total WET crossed was below 0.2 mm using the α-
rad, under 1.0 mm using c-rad and below 0.4mm for p-rad (Figure 4.4a
bottom).

As mentioned before the chemical composition of a tissue might change
in between patients. Therefore, to simulate this variability, the chemical
composition of the brain tissue in the pediatric head was altered in be-
tween two reference sources resulting in a 2.3% and 1.2% shift in its
RSP value (top and middle graph in Figure 4.4-b). This change in com-
position was accounted for in the optimized curves and presented a de-
viation to the reference below 1% for all charged particles radiographies
(Figure 4.4b, middle graph). The results in the calculation of the WET
crossed were similar to the ones obtained without the chemical compo-
sition change. In a scenario where a calibration curve is used across the
board for every patient, i.e. in this case the perfect calibration curve ob-
tained from MC without the chemical composition change (here referred
as clinical curve), to compute the WET crossed, the total error is below
to 2.5 mm (Figure 4.4b, bottom). These results demonstrates that the
proposed technique account for chemical composition change which are
aimed to represent inter-patient tissue variation.
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(a) Results obtained for the CIRS pediatric head.
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(b) Results obtained for the CIRS pediatric head
with chemical change.

Figure 4.4: For both a) and b): Top: Calibration curves derived from the MC refer-
ence and optimized curves based on proton, α and carbon radiographies. Middle:
Relative RSP deviation from the reference MC curve. Bottom: Absolute error of the
WET crossed calculated using the method in Figure 4.2. In b) the optimization was
done after introducing a change in the chemical composition of the material. The
"clinical curve", represents the calibration curve determined with unaltered chemi-
cal composition, the one depicted (Figure 4.4a).
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4.3.3 Impact of the tissue segmentation technique on the optimiza-
tion accuracy using the CIRS adult head

The CIRS adult head phantom represents the closest simulation to a clin-
ical scenario. This section focus solely on the results based on the opti-
mization from an α-rad for simplicity reasons.

As stated earlier, the CIRS adult head phantom consists of more than
3000 HU values and related RSP values to optimize. It is important to
reduce this number of materials to improve the statistical reliability of
the optimizer and accelerate it. Furthermore, a proper segmentation may
help reduces the effect of X-ray CT noise expected in a clinical environ-
ment. Three segmentation methods were used to tackle this problem, as
described in 4.2.5. Results for choosing 30 intervals tissues to represents
the CT are presented in Figure 4.5.

The clustering method shows the smallest relative RSP errors (below
2%) for HUs between -200 and 1200. This led to smaller errors when
calculating the WET crossed (Figure 4.5, bottom). The maximum error
was below 0.90 mm for the clustering method, below 6 mm when using
a probability density function based distortion and below 7 mm for the
method using evenly spaced points in the original HU set. Since best re-
sults were obtained using the clustering method, this approach was used
while evaluating the impact of the number of tissue intervals used to rep-
resent the CT data.

4.3.4 Impact of the number of optimized tissues on the optimiza-
tion accuracy

In Figure 4.6, the impact of the size of the sample on the calibration
curve is shown. It is seen that for the smallest number of RSP intervals
(M=10), the relative difference (Figure 4.6-middle) is larger than 4%
leading to maximal errors in calculated WET crossed of 7.5 mm. These
errors could be reduced to below 0.90 mm by increasing the size of the
sample to 30 RSPs. A large sample of RSPs led to an increase in the stan-
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Figure 4.5: Results for the CIRS head phantom, using 30 HU bins. Top: Calibration
curves using the MC reference and the optimization method employing three dif-
ferent sampling methods based on a α-rad. Middle: Relative RSP errors between
reference (MC data) and the optimized calibration curves. Bottom: The absolute
error in WET crossed using the method in Figure 4.2.
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dard deviation of each RSP value and in fluctuations in between points
of the calibration curve as it is seen in the topmost and middle graph in
Figure 4.6. For a size of 150 RSPs, the maximum error in calculating the
WET crossed was 0.83 mm. Since, the 150 presented larger osculations
in the RSP values and the error in the WET crossed was not significantly
reduced from 30RSP to 150RSP, for the next section only the clustering
segmentation method with 30 RSP was considered.
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Figure 4.6: Results for the CIRS head using the clustering method for tissue segmen-
tation with different numbers of materials to be considered in the optimization algo-
rithm. The topmost graph shows the calibration curves for a sample size of 10, 30
and 150 RSP. In the middle the relative differences to the MC reference curve are
shown for the individual calibration curves. The bottom graph the total error of the
calculated WET crossed is shown.
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4.3.5 Impact of the number of projections on the optimization ac-
curacy

Figure 4.7 shows the impact of using a single, two or three projections
(or angles) as input in the optimizer as a function of the RSP accuracy.
Figure 4.7-a, shows the relative RSP difference between the optimized
and the reference curves. For both protons and carbons, with more infor-
mation given to the optimization algorithm, the calibration curve relative
difference to the MC reference slightly decreased with increasing num-
ber of angles. This decrease is also seen in the WET crossed (Figure
4.7b). This difference is major when instead of one projection, two are
used. The maximum WET crossed errors are reduced in 0.77mm and
0.17mm for protons and carbons respectively. For α-rad, multiple angle
optimization does not introduce any improvements in the WET crossed.
However, the absolute mean RSP difference is reduced when two angles
are used. For one angle optimization, the absolute mean RSP differ-
ence is 3.70±4.81%, 1.30±2.18% and 1.92±2.74% for protons, helium
and carbons, respectively. For two angle optimization: 2.76±4.60%,
1.17±1.50% and 1.85±2.46% for protons, helium and carbons, respec-
tively. For three angle optimization: 2.21±4.43%, 1.19±1.52% and
1.43±2.42% for protons, helium and carbons, respectively.

4.4 Discussion

The aim of this study was to show that combining charged particle ra-
diography with X-ray CT produces precise patient-specific calibration
curve that can be used in carbon/proton radiotherapy. The calibration
curves were obtained using the formulation first proposed by Fekete et
al. [FCBH+16] for protons. Whereas Fekete et al. used convex-conic
optimization and considered proton radiographies, this work focused on
proton, α and carbon radiographies where a simple linear least square
optimization method with no penalization was used.

The method was investigated using three different phantoms: the Gam-
mex RMI 467, which is widely used for determination of the HU-RSP
curve, the CIRS pediatric head and the CIRS adult head. The proposed
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Figure 4.7: Results for an optimization based on radiographies taken from multiple
projections using the CIRS head with 30 HUs to be considered in the clustering
method. The first row contains the results obtained from a single projection, the
second from two projections and the third row the results obtained using three pro-
jections. a) shows the relative differences of the MC reference and the computed
calibration curves based on different numbers of radiographies. b) shows the ab-
solute error of the calculated WET crossed for the different calibration curves. The
CIRS head phantom is superimposed and aligned with the transverse position in or-
der to show the materials that results in the error of the calculated WET crossed.
The arrow show the direction of how the beam was propagated.
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optimization method provided relative errors below 2.6% for all particles
when determining the Gammex’s RSP values (Figure 4.3 middle). The
optimized curves were used to compute the absolute error of the total
WET crossed, which can be used as a reference for the errors when com-
puting the carbons range (Figure 4.2). The results were compared to the
total WET crossed calculated using the calibration curve obtained from
the perfect knowledge of the MC simulation. In summary, for the Gam-
mex, the errors on the total WET crossed were below 2.0 mm. The lowest
errors were obtained for p-rad, which provided errors under 0.5mm.

The CIRS pediatric head, which contains 7 tissue-like materials and
air, was then used to validate the proposed method in a complex geom-
etry. The HU-RSP calibration curves deviation from the perfect calibra-
tion curve were below 2.1% (middle Figure 4.4a) for all particles over
the whole range of HUs.

A major problem of across-the-board calibration curves are the dis-
regard towards inter-patient tissue variation. The method proposed here
has been shown to solve this problem by using patient-specific data. To
prove this, the brain tissue composition was altered (purple curve, middle
Figure 4.4b) in between two reliable human tissue database. This change
resulted in differences of up to 2.3% with the reference calibration curve
obtained for the unaltered chemical composition and a maximal WET er-
ror of 2.5 mm. By acquiring a charged particle radiography, independent
on the particle type, these differences were reduced to 1.0%, leading to a
maximal error of the calculated WET below 1.0 mm. Using a α-rad, the
error could be further reduced to below 0.2 mm. These results show that
the proposed method produces precise calibration curves in the case of
inter-patient tissue variation.

To investigate the methods usability for complex, clinical problems,
the CIRS adult head was used. This phantom consists of more than 3000
HU values. The large number of HU values is common for a X-ray CT
due to noise and needs to be reduced for both time and statistics reasons.
Therefore, it is necessary to segment the X-ray CT in order to obtain a
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list of representative HUs which then can be used to obtain the HU-RSP
calibration curve.

In this work, it has been established that the optimal method to ob-
tain a patient-specific calibration based on an initial clinical X-ray CT is
to first use a k − means clustering method to sample the X-ray CT in
approximately 30 tissues and to use as many projections as possible to
do the optimization. It has however been shown that a single projection
gives reliable results with a maximal error throughout the phantom of 2.2
mm for p-rad, below 0.93mm for α-rad and under 2.03mm for c-rad.

The calculated WET crossed, presented in all the results, represents a
summed error over the whole patient and exaggerates what is expected
in a clinical beam scenario that stops in the middle of the patient. In ad-
dition, these errors represents the worse case scenario as they were seen
for charged particles crossing the patient densest materials, i.e. the tooth
and mandibular bone (Figure 4.7-b). In a realistic clinical plan, the irra-
diation angles and beam energies are usually selected in order to avoid
such materials and those errors are therefore not expected to appear.

DECT has been proposed as an alternative method to acquire the pa-
tient RSP maps [YVC+10]. Results using DECT have been promising in
the RSP computation (with range uncertainties of 1.9%-2.3% [YVC+10]).
However, DECT has the disadvantage that it does not image the patient
directly in the treatment position, and does not account for morphology
change that might occur between planning and treatment. Furthermore,
DECT only allows the computation of the electronic stopping power dis-
regarding the impact of the nuclear stopping power in carbon range cal-
culation, which could cause some severe range uncertainties.

4.4.1 The effect of the charged particle type in range computation

The proposed method of using charged particle radiography combined
with pre-treatment X-ray CT proved to produce precise calibration curves
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independently of the particle type. In opposition to carbon/proton parti-
cle CT, this approach does not require long acquisition and computation
times and furthermore, is less limited by energy/dose constraints since it
is not necessary to irradiate the body at different angles.

The maximum error in terms of WET crossed was of 2.2mm obtained
with p-rad for one angle projection of the CIRS adult head. WET crossed
errors for α-rad were all under 1.5mm. One should bear in mind that the
WET crossed error is highly dependent on the materials that are being
crossed. This means that, for example, if a beam crosses two materials
whose RSP values were over and underestimate, the total error is going
to be small since the errors compensate. If the beam only crosses over-
estimated RSP values the error is greater. Having this in mind, it should
be done a comparison on the absolute mean difference between the opti-
mized RSP and the gold standard.

Considering the absolute mean difference between the optimized RSP
and the gold standard, α-rad presented the smaller errors as well. For all
cases the absolute mean relative difference was under 1.3±2.18%. As
mentioned in Fekete et al. [FVP+16], α particles were found to be the
optimal particles for charged particle imaging, since they offer better
path estimation results (for the same energy per mass), leading to images
with superior spatial. This might play an important role if image regis-
tration is necessary. In addition, p-rad requires more severe filters due
to the larger effect of multiple coulomb scattering. This leads to loss of
information, which in clinical environment is limited.

Furthermore, one needs to consider the aforementioned reasons for
using α-rad instead of c-rad. Amongst those reasons, the nuclear frag-
mentation noise, the larger fluence reduction of the carbon beam in the
patient, the technical difficulties to produce carbon with clinically signif-
icant range and the increase dose deposition justify the use of α-rad to
obtain a carbon calibration curve.

Nonetheless, it is worth to mentioned that all the obtained results
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showed range errors under of 2.2 mm for all phantoms. This value is
below the clinically added margins [KHF+13].

The major drawback of this method, independently of the particle
type, is that it is limited by patient motion, which can cause a displace-
ment of the acquired RSP map to the X-ray CT HU map. Further inves-
tigation that tackles this problem and an experimental validation of the
proposed method are necessary. However, these were out of the scope of
this work.

4.5 Conclusion

This study aimed to use charged particle radiography combined with X-
ray CT to determine a HU-RSP calibration curve to be used in proton/-
carbon therapy. Different strategies to segment and select the materials
used to create the HU-RSP calibration curve were assessed, showing that
only 1% of the HU values of the X-ray CT and one radiography were
necessary for the optimization method to provide accurate results. The
results were compared for three different charged particle radiography
types: proton (p-rad), α (α-rad) and carbon (c-rad). The results suggest
that α-rad might be the method of choice for future carbon and proton
treatment planning.
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CHAPTER5
Conclusions and future perspectives

THERE is a growing interest in using charged particles for cancer
treatment. Such treatments have already proved that high-dose
delivery can be achieved while sparing OARs. However, correct

and precise knowledge of the range of charged particles is necessary in
order to place the irradiation beam(s) within the tumor contours.

Currently in clinical practice, the range of charged particle beams
(carbons and protons) is determined by converting the HU from the pa-
tient X-ray CT into RSP. The RSP of a charged particle is considered to
be independent of the charged particle type and its energy.

The conversion process from HU to RSP introduces uncertainties in
the calculation of a charged particle’s range. Large efforts have been
placed in charged particle imaging as a possible solution to reduce range
uncertainties. In this thesis, it was proposed and investigated new alter-
natives to reduce range uncertainties. This alternatives were devolved
with the aim to be applied in carbon therapy, however they are traversal
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to all charged particle types.

The RSP calculation for the HU-RSP calibration curve assumes that
tissues have a known chemical composition. However, there are differ-
ent literature sources leading to errors in the calculation of the RSP. In
chapter 2 the results of a method which optimized the elemental I-values
using experimentally measured RSP were presented. The results sug-
gested that this optimization should be added to the calibration curve
procedure, in order to obtain a better estimation of the HU-RSP calibra-
tion curve.

The remaining work of this dissertation was focused in methods which
relied on charged particle imaging principles. One problem in charged
particle imaging is that, as opposed to X-rays, charged particles do not
travel straights paths. The reconstruction algorithms that have been de-
veloped for X-ray imaging consider straight line trajectories. If this as-
sumption is considered in practical implementation, low resolution im-
ages and range errors may arise. Therefore, in chapter 2, section 2.2, the
results of a phenomenological formalism for charged particle path esti-
mation were presented. This formalism used the cubic spline path, but
accounted for the effect of the magnitude of the direction vectors. The
results showed that both carbons and protons trajectories with the pro-
posed CSP trajectories presented lower errors than using the straight line
assumption. By having a better path estimation errors in range calcula-
tion can be reduced, as it will be shown in chapter 4, where each charged
particle is tracked along the phantoms.

Chapter 3 presented a technique which allowed tumor edge detection
with a few irradiation beams and low dose to the patient. The method
consisted in detecting the difference between the intensity of the multi-
ple Bragg peaks in the range detector after an interface was irradiated by
at least two high energy carbon beams. By knowing where edges are po-
sitioned, errors in irradiating organs at risk can be avoided. This method
only considered carbon beans, since these present a sharper Bragg peak.
However, this method should be tested using both protons and helium
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particles.

Finally, chapter 4 proposed the use of charged particle radiography
(p-rad, α-rad and c-rad) combined with X-ray CT to determine a patient
specific calibration curve. The results of using this method were promis-
ing with maximum errors under 2.2mm in a worst case scenario. The
results also shown that α particles (helium) might be the ideal particle
for charged particle imaging. Moreover, the proposed method does not
require imaging reconstruction methods only requiring data from a single
projection. This will tackle the problem of limited angles, reconstruction
time and computational effort.

Currently, charged particle imaging is mainly limited by technologi-
cal challenges. These can be related to the acquisition system, i.e. the
detectors, and/or the irradiation/acceleration system. The energies re-
quired for carbon imaging for all anatomical sites are not reached in a
clinical environment (maximum of 30WET cm can be crossed). Further-
more, most detection systems have been focused in proton imaging, i.e.
single event detection. Carbons present a higher total reaction cross sec-
tion than α particles and protons. Consequently, the fraction of carbons
reaching the exit detector is greatly reduced and the percentage of secon-
daries hitting the detector is very high, leading to a noisy output, mainly
if single event detectors are considered.

Using a range detector avoids the secondaries problem. However, sev-
eral issues are still to be considered, such as the energy, multiple peak
detection, the loss of beam fluence and the higher those delivered to the
patient.

The work presented in this thesis showed evidence that the future
of reducing range uncertainties in charged particle (both with protons
and carbons) therapy might pass by using alternatives to charged particle
CT. Avoiding the need of multiple angle acquisition, larger reconstruc-
tion times and computational effort. The results showed in chapter 4
are of great importance, since they suggest the use of helium radiogra-
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phy as the future for both proton and carbon therapy range uncertain-
ties. This conclusion is supported also by the results found in Fekete et
al. [FVP+16], where it is shown that helium particles have the minimal
root mean square error in their path estimation from protons and carbons.

Hence, helium based imaging will eventually enable in-vivo ion beam
(proton and carbons) range calculations and support refinement of the
HU-RSP calibration curve, without the need of high energetic beams
and offering less scattering, MCS effects and beam fluence/dose to the
patient.
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